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of classes required to teach the activity), vocabulary used, lesson plan—what the facilitator will
demonstrate, what the facilitator will ask their
class to do, the prompts the facilitator could
give in the middle of the activity—and the
intended outcomes of the session.

BOOK

Every good teacher yearns for a curious student
who asks a lot of questions. Curiosity drives
learning, not just of the individual but of the
whole group. One curious question is enough to
spark a debate that leaves everyone with more
questions than when they started. Having questions to ask is a good indicator of a student’s
interest and engagement with a topic. Not just
questions that clarify doubts but questions that
challenge everything being said by their teacher.
Questioning is not a sign of disrespect; it is a
sign that the student is absorbing everything
their teacher has said and is making their own
meaning from it.

Asking the right questions is also an important
requirement of science and social science.
Whether you are studying the behaviour of mice
or the behaviour of humans, you always begin
with a carefully designed question. Therefore,
being able to ask the right questions is an
important requirement of having a 21st century
mindset. How can students ask the right questions when they become working professionals if
we don’t give them any practice asking questions at all when they are young? How do you
develop this ability to ask questions? The best
possible way to do this, the secret method
identified by most of the top educators around
the world, is through play. Yes, play. When
children play, they develop their motor skills
(which helps them explore their world faster),
they become creative problem solvers, they
learn how to resolve fights and negotiate with
their peers, they learn how to persevere when
faced with an obstacle, how to be patient and

most importantly, they learn how to become
independent, how to rely on themselves and
trust their decisions. Play offers teachers the
perfect vehicle with which to teach complex
subjects like science and mathematics because
it gives students a chance to learn from their
own experiments with the world around them.

Teaching children how to ask questions also
helps them develop the ability to objectively
observe questionable practices that take place
around them—superstitious beliefs, gender
stereotypes, inequitable distribution of resources, gender-based discrimination, etc. Which is
why this curriculum also seeks to give students
a chance to ask difficult questions and collectively find their answers. In particular, it seeks
to embolden girls, helping them identify and
understand the social structures, beliefs and
practices that play such a big role in shaping
their current and future lives. It also seeks to
empower boys by making them aware of the
discriminatory practices that take place around
them, giving them a chance to define themselves outside the confines of their gender
identity.

This handbook is the first in a series of three
handbooks designed specifically for teachers
working with students from classes six to eight.
Each handbook will contain four modules—tinkering and making, coding, electronics and
circuit-making, and the arts. Each module
consists of a number of activities with clearly
defined learning objectives, structure (number

This handbook is intended as a supplement to
existing curriculums being followed in schools.
While it can be referred to as a resource for
activity planning, it requires dedicated class
hours for the full impact and benefit of its
curriculum to be felt. The modules within this
book are inter-linked and none of them can be
overlooked. Learning is intended to be
multi-disciplinary, therefore we strongly advise
educators to find a dedicated space for this
curriculum within their existing school schedule.

It is the hope of the three organisations that
have partnered to create this book—Workbench
Projects Innovation Foundation, Yuva Chintana
Foundation and Paper Crane Lab—that this
handbook will train teachers who will eventually
be able to act as resource people in their own
right who will train others in their respective
regions so as to ensure that this curriculum is
widely disseminated. They also hope to plant
the seed of community-led, community-centric,
entrepreneurship in students that will help
them identify and offer solutions for local
problems and local needs. Finally, they also
seek to identify talent in remote communities
and help put them on the path to national and
international careers in STEAM-related fields.
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PRINCIPLES
OF LEARNING

1

Student learning goes side-by-side with facilitator learning

2

Students are independent, autonomous beings with their own ways of
understanding things which need to be respected and developed

3

Criticism/ feedback of any kind needs to be specific and positive. When
students create, they are sensitive and vulnerable. To foster their creative
spirit, we need to be alert to their emotions and respectfully guide them

4

Opportunities for learning and teaching are all around us. Facilitators need
to be alert to such opportunities when they arise

5

What students can do is more important than what they cannot do

6

Separating learning into subjects such as science, mathematics,
extracurriculars, etc. does not take into consideration the way children learn,
which is a lot more integrated

7

Children make meaning from lessons when they are situated within their
world or context

8

Allowing children to make their own choices, decisions and mistakes by
giving them responsibility (appropriate for their age) helps them develop a
healthy understanding of what they are capable of

9

Self-discipline not obedience should be emphasised. Students need to
understand that the best reward is the reward of knowing more than they
did before. The desire to take initiative needs to be recognised, valued and
developed

10

When a child is not able to understand a concept, they: 1) may not be ready
(the concepts leading up to this one may not be clear) 2) their emotions may
need to be addressed 3) their circumstances may be affecting their ability to
learn. Facilitators need to keep these things in mind when dealing with them.

These principles underlie our work and guide the manner in which we have created and planned
our curriculum. We hope they help you in your learning process as a teacher/ facilitator as they have
helped us (Early Year Interboard Panel, 2019).

Each module of this book has a number of activities and worksheets
that need to be completed. The activities have been broken down into
three categories--warm-up activities, strategies and thinking routines.
Many of the concepts being covered in an activity connect to what is
being taught in another module. Look out for the text box that informs
you of these connections. We also hope you
will look at these activities and try to make
connections of your own to topics that
concern your students. You could link these
activities to social issues that you are facing
as a community or you could link them to
other subjects that are not specifically
covered in this book such as Kannada
literature, geography, history, biology or
chemistry. Try and get your students curious
about learning as a whole by making as
many connections as you can.

HOW TO
USE THIS
BOOK ?

BLENDED LEARNING
This handbook follows a blended learning model. This means that it expects
the facilitator to be comfortable taking a few sessions online along with
their sessions in the classroom.
In case you are conducting an online class, make sure that you keep the
following points in mind in order to facilitate a lively discussion:
● Keep your camera on and encourage your students to keep their camera
on. When people can see and can see each other they feel like participating
in the discussion or else they will continue doing other activities while
“attending” your class. This is the most important point of all. When your
students can see you they pay closer attention to what you are saying. If
you don’t want to be attending phone calls from each one of your students
after class, it would be wise to keep your camera on.
● Convert your lesson into a short presentation (keep the text on your slide
short and sweet). Try and add relevant pictures and videos to your presentation sharing examples wherever possible.
● Be on time. When students sense that you are taking it easy, they may be
encouraged to take it easy too.
● Pause for answers. Give enough time after you ask a question before
answering it yourself.
● Plan your questions in advance. Extra questions may take the lesson
offtrack and take up a lot of time.

Module 3
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1.2

1.1

INTRODUCTION
TO ARTS
Drawing is a great way to see, think and to explore the world around us. In this art module we will
explore how to make marks and lines of various kinds, observe things around us carefully and draw
them, identify and explore our emotions, and learn to tell stories. Art is the most critical part of this
curriculum. It engages children of all ages, drawing them into the learning process and getting them
to participate. It encourages them to use their own personal realities to draw meaning from lessons.
Art makes learning truly multidisciplinary because it encourages students to make connections
between what they learn in the classroom and the natural and socio-cultural world around them.
This is why this book begins with the arts module.

STRUCTURE
In this module learners will understand
how to observe the world around them
and discuss, analyse and draw
conclusions from their observations. The
facilitator is encouraged to build a
culture of talking and listening in the
classroom to prepare students for
sharing their views and opinions like
little scientists in the forthcoming
modules of this book.
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TOTAL
LESSONS

8+2
LESSON
HOURS

UNDERSTAND HOW TO MANAGE RESOURCES AND TIME
■ This entire section will be broken down into 8 + 2 classes.
■ Each class is 1 hour long (with a 5 minute break in-between)

PREPARING FOR
THE MODULE
SAFETY
CHECKLIST

(for when you collect
found objects)

While found objects are fun to gather, make sure you ask these questions
to judge if it is a safe material before you add something to your
collection.
■ Is it a safe material?
■ Are there any sharp edges?
■ Is the material toxic?
■ Is there risk of irritation?
■ Does it smell or look different than usual?

BUILDING YOUR OWN ART KIT AND
STARTING YOUR OWN SCRAPBOOK
You can build a simple art kit to have all your materials handy when you
start making art. Along with things like pencils, pens, colours, glue/ tape,
scissors/cutter, you can fill it with found objects (stones, dry twigs, bottle
caps, cardboard, etc.), scraps of paper, buttons, fabric and thread, etc.
and put them in a small box or an envelope.
Make a kit you can carry with you on art walks - one page zine or booklet
(folding instructions included in the end), a pencil, an envelope or paper
bag to collect scraps (optional).
You can even consider creating a scrapbook with colourful pages in which
you can draw, write poems, stick leaves and other interesting objects to
make your lesson more meaningful to you and your students. Instead of
doing all your activities on loose sheets of paper, your scrapbook allows
you to document everything in one place.

■ The last two classes are to be used for the completion of incomplete projects and to
work on a final project showcase.
■ Spend five minutes after each activity reflecting on what was covered. Try and encourage your students to speak at this time. Limit your speech as much as possible.
■ Wrap up each class with a quick QnA that assesses students comfort level with the
topic and their understanding.

UNDERSTANDING THE IMPORTANCE OF ART
What do you think art is? Why do we need it? Where do we see art
around us?
Look around you and see if you can spot some art! If you are sitting next to
a window, look outside and see what you can find.
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Art is a way to see, observe our surroundings closely, and make sense of
things. Art gives us the opportunity to record history, tell stories, and
explore and express our emotions and ideas.
What is the most recent piece of art you have made?
Art is a way to explore various mediums.
Can you name a few different mediums?
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DRAWING
WITH
PENCILS
10 MINS

Why do we need art for STEAM?
Art is about the process. (example: drawing a portrait - planning, finding a
subject, gathering material, setting up, fixing problems)
Art helps us express ourselves and empathize. (observing things closely
helps us notice more and understand them better)
Trains us to experiment and push the boundaries of materials and tools
(example: using paper for more than just writing and drawing. What else
can we do with a pencil?)

Materials needed:
Pencil, paper and colour pencils (optional)

Ask students to draw a line on their paper. This line has to be as light as
possible. Students have to press the pencil as softly and gently as they can.
Next, ask them to make a dark line without tearing their paper.
Ask them to make a variety of lines both thin and thick using dots, dashes,
loops, etc.
Ask them to make a happy line and a sad line, a wet line and a dry line.Tell
them to tilt their pencil so that the side of the nib is against the paper. Ask
them to draw using this edge. What do they
observe?
Ask them to draw two circles overlapping each
other. Tell them to shade the first circle using
this technique. The second circle has to have a
darker shade and the small part of both the
circles that overlap has to be the darkest
shade.

1.3

EXPLORING
LINE & MARK
MAKING
STRUCTURE
Students will start by understanding how a single instrument, such as a
pencil, is capable of such a variety of expressions. Lines can be light,
dark, short, long, wavy and curvy. They can express emotions--angry
lines, scary lines, sad lines, happy lines, etc. The point of this lesson is to
encourage children to develop their creative confidence. Help them
understand that the classroom is a place for them to be silly and truly
express themselves.

11/2
LESSON
HOURS

VOCABULARY

• Understanding different kinds of lines

Materials needed:
Pencil, paper and some music

15 MINS
Have paper and pencil ready. Set a timer for one minute and play some
music.
Ask the students to close their eyes. Make them
hold a pencil in and let it move freely across
your paper to the tempo of the music. Do not lift
the pencil, just change direction and keep drawing for a minute.

expressive • emotions
that convey feelings or

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

DRAWING
TO SOUND

thoughts
overlap • when one
object covers another

• The variety of lines a single tool can
produce

tempo • the speed of an

• Exploring drawing to movement and
auditory prompts

texture • the pattern on

activity or event
the surface of an object

They can hum or sing along, and sway the body
to the music as they draw.
Ask them to draw quick lines when the tempo
rises and slow ones when tempo drops and
draw darker or softer, sharp or curvy lines
according to the mood created by the music.
Ask them to stop drawing and open their

eyeswhen the music stops.
Repeat this two or three times, drawing on the
same piece of paper, with lines overlapping.
They may use a different coloured pencil for
each iteration of the exercise.
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DRAWING TO
MOVEMENT
20 MINS

DISCUSS
Identify the different
kinds of lines you
have made. Pick
three lines you like
and describe them.
(soft, dark, sharp,
smooth, rough, long,
short, curvy,
straight, dotted)

25 MINS

1.4

LEARNING TO SEE

Materials needed:
Pencil, paper and a partner to do this exercise

Play some music. Ask the students to stretch their arms out, wiggle their
fingers, shake their wrists, rotate their shoulders, move the head side to
side, rotate their neck, jog in place. Ask them to close their eyes and move in
place to the music, any way they like.
The facilitator will form pairs for this part of the activity. One person moves
to the sound while the other person draws.
The one who is drawing must follow the movement of the partner and try to
move the pencil on paper to match their movement. Try not to look at the
paper while doing this exercise. Switch partners and repeat this exercise. If
there is no space to move, students can sit in place and move their hands,
while their partner tries to copy the movement of their hands.

Materials needed:
Pencil, paper and objects with different textures

DRAWING
TEXTURES
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HOW WE PERCEIVE THINGS

01

LESSON
HOUR

Students will try to perceive the visual world around them differently. They
will be encouraged to look for patterns and shapes in the things they see
around them and encouraged to draw based on visual prompts given to
them by their instructor.

VOCABULARY

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

perspective • way of

• Recognising patterns and shapes in their surroundings

seeing things both

• Observing objects more closely

objectively and
subjectively

Ask the students to collect a few things that have different textures, like
pieces of cloth, paper, stones, leaves, sand, feathers.

• Realising that each person has a different way of seeing the
same things

Materials needed:
Paper and other small objects that you find in
your classroom (sharpners, erasers, pencil
shavings, etc.)

Ask them to feel each object with their hands and fingers and use three
words to describe the texture of each object.
Ask them to draw a box for each object, label it and then fill it with the lines
you think best describe the texture. Use the descriptive words from the
previous exercise to decide what kind of lines to draw for each object. For
example, soft, wispy lines for feather, sharp, dark lines for a rock, smooth,
curvy lines for a pebble, etc.

STRUCTURE

PICTURE
20 MINS

DISCUSS
Discuss in pairs or as a group
why you chose to represent your
textures with the lines you did.
How is it similar or different
compared to others’ lines?

Ask students to tear a piece of paper into 4-6
random shapes. Ask them to lay the shapes
separately on the floor or on a table and look at
each one closely. Turn the pieces around and
notice if it reminds you of anything (objects,
faces, animals, birds, etc). Draw lines or faces to
transform the shapes into the objects that you
see. You can also use buttons, caps, scraps of
fabric from your Art Kit and arrange them on the
pieces to paper to look like eyes, mouth, etc.

Materials needed:
Smartphone with paint application

I SPY

30 MINS

Ask students to walk around and click ten pictures of trees,clouds, puddles,
leaves, taps, doors, windows, houses, or any other interesting shapes and
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objects. Using a simple paint app, ask them to draw on the pictures to turn
them into the objects of their imagination.
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CONTINUOUS
LINE DRAWING
40 MINS

DISCUSS

Materials needed:
Pencil, paper and other small objects that you find in the classroom

Ask students to walk around and collect three interesting objects (one
large, one medium and one small object).
Take one object at a time and draw it, looking closely at the object, without
lifting the pencil off the paper. Observe closely the contours of the object
and draw it as a whole.

What are the most
common objects you
have identified?

Draw the same object using continuous line
drawing, negative space drawing, shape
cutout drawing techniques.

Why do you think you
see shapes/ faces in
clouds/ trees, etc?

Ask the students to arrange the objects in
different compositions and draw them. They
can try putting objects on top of each other,
move them so they overlap, etc.

1.5

CONTOUR
DRAWING

FOUND OBJECT & STILL
LIFE DRAWING
STRUCTURE
Students will begin drawing simple objects that they see around them.
They will begin to understand how to represent shape, specifically the
outlines of objects. This is the beginning of their understanding of how to
represent three dimensional objects on a two dimensional surface.

DRAWING
FROM MEMORY
40 MINS

01

Ask the students to draw a bottle, a pen, a pencil, a rock, etc from memory.
After this, ask them to collect these objects, observe closely and then draw
the contours first and then fill in the details. Make sure they observe the
object more than they look at the paper.

LESSON
HOURS

VOCABULARY

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

contour • outline

• To understand how to draw the
outlines of objects.

objects

• To understand the difference between
three dimensional objects and two
dimensional ones.

Materials needed:
Pencil, paper and other small objects that you find in the classroom

still life • non-living

DISCUSS
How are your contour drawings different from
the drawings you did from memory?
Is there something about the objects that you
didn’t notice before that you did today?
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1.6

EXPRESSIVE
WORDS
STRUCTURE
The art of making different types of fonts is called typography. It’s a very
important element of design and design thinking. In this lesson,
students will explore type (fonts), making a type repository (collecting
and copying fonts onto paper, creating a photo gallery, writing words in
expressive type), which they can later use when they design things in the
modules that come after this one.

EXPRESSIVE
WORDS

01

30 MINS

Materials needed:
Paper, pencils and crayons

Choose one vocabulary word from this lesson and write it on the board.
Ask students to draw the word so that its meaning comes out from the
way they draw it. They can use the following techniques to communicate
the meaning of the word:
■ colour different shapes of letters
■ thinness and thickness of a line
■ shading

LESSON
HOUR

How can they make the different letters in the word express emotion
or action? Should they separate the alphabets? Should they make
some bold while leaving the others plain? Should they create the
shape of the word using the alphabets? Should they use any particular
colour?

VOCABULARY
typography • the art of
designing different types
of fonts

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

DISCUSS

• Learn about different types of fonts
• Understand the importance of fonts in design

Have students been able to understand some of
the elements of visual design?

• Understand how the visual depiction of a word can
express its meaning

Can they design something on their own?

A SINGLE
LETTER
30 MINS

Talk to them about how emotion and action can
be expressed in a variety of ways; through
colour, shape, shade, etc.

Materials needed
Pencil, paper and different examples of a single alphabet from
packaging, books, etc.

Ask students to choose an alphabet. They can choose only one. It can be
any alphabet from any language.
Tell them to draw it in as many different ways as they can imagine.
Show them a few fonts as examples so that they understand what you
mean.

1.7

DRAWING TO
DISCOVER SELF
SELF PORTRAIT DRAWING
STRUCTURE
Students will learn how to closely observe objects while drawing them.
They will understand how the mind processes visual information. When

01

LESSON
HOURS
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1.8

EXPRESSING
OURSELVES

Students will learn how to closely observe objects while drawing them.
They will understand how the mind processes visual information. When

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

VOCABULARY

• Understanding how the mind
processes visual information.

scrambled • mixed up
contour • outline

• Adding details to drawings to make
them look more realistic.

LESSON
HOUR

40 MINS

40 MINS

Set a five minute timer and make the students
draw their hands. Ask them to hold a pencil with
one hand and get ready to draw. Now hold up
your hand in front of you, look at it and draw
what you see, starting with the outline and
filling in all the details. They must look at only
the hand and not at the paper as they draw.

• Identifying their likes and dislikes

accessories • things that

• Understanding and appreciating differences

are worn along with
clothing such as
earrings, hair clips, ties,
shoes, etc.

Materials needed:
Computer/ smartphone and internet
access

Ask the students to sit in pairs and draw portraits of each other, only
looking at the face you are drawing, never lifting the pencil off the paper.
They must not look at the paper. Change partners and repeat activity. It is
okay if the drawings don’t make sense or if they look scrambled.

READ ALOUD
20 MINS

Show and read to the children

Rainbow Girls
www.storyweaver.org.in

Ask the students to look at themselves in a mirror or on the camera app
on the phone and draw a self portrait. They may look at the paper and
draw if they wish. After making one self portrait, draw timed self portraits,
10 secs, 30 secs, 1 min, 5 min and 10 min
portraits.
Draw an upside down portrait of yourself.

• Discovering themselves

VOCABULARY

Materials needed:
Pencil, paper and partner

PARTNER
POTRAITS

Students will spend time paying close attention to themselves--how they
think of themselves, what they like to wear, etc.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Materials needed:
Pencil and paper

OBJECT STUDY

01

STRUCTURE

Rainbow Boys
www.storyweaver.org.in

DISCUSS
What are certain outfits/
accessories/ colours that you
thought were meant for a
specific gender?
If you could wear anything at
all, what would you wear?
If you could design your ideal
outfit, how would you design
it? What kind of things would
you change?

DISCUSS
How did it feel while you
were drawing the blind
contour self portrait?
Did you notice anything
about your hand or your
face that you haven’t
before?

DESIGN AN
OUTFIT FOR
YOURSELF
20 MINS

Materials needed:
Pencil, paper, colour pencils, crayons, etc.

Make the students list out all the features they want their outfit to have.
Make them draw their ideal outfit and color it.
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HOW TO MAKE A BOOKLET

Materials needed:
Different types of colourful paper

PAPER
FOLDING
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Paper folding is a great way to add a new dimension to your art. Paper is
easily available and great to make prototypes with before making the final
product. Explore and make 3-D models of your drawings using paper. Working with paper also teaches students how to work with a given material that
has certain properties.

20 MINS

Ask students to follow your instructions and teach them how to fold paper
into boxes, folders to store things, origami flowers, animals, etc.

HOW TO MAKE A ORIGAMI BOX

1

4

Take an A5 sheet

Open and fold in
half lengthwise

7

2

5

Fold in half lengthwise

Open and fold edges to
meet centre line

Fold the flaps back and
lift them to form the box

8

3

Open and fold edges to

6

Fold the four corners to

meet centre line.

meer the creases

Crease the edges to
shape the box

TIP
This booklet will be used in another
chapter to make a small comic
book. So ask your students to keep
it carefully. They will have to create
their own story for their booklet
consisting of eight scenes including
the front page and back page.
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1.9

OBSERVING
EMOTIONS
STRUCTURE
Students will try and understand the way they feel about the world
around them by trying to map their feelings through the use of colour.

INSIDE
WEATHER

01

30 MINS
Watch the short video below (from 2:30mins)
Inside Weather by
Wendy MacNaughton

LESSON
HOUR

www.youtube.com
Talk about inside weather/ emotions

VOCABULARY
straight lines that are

• Using colour to understand feelings

drawn over each other to

COLOUR AND
EMOTION
20 MINS

Ask the students to place the paper with the longest edge horizontal to
them. Ask them to draw one line in the center of the paper, from left to
right. Ask them to draw two more lines from top to bottom, dividing the
page into thirds.

grid • a pattern of

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Creating a space for the discussion of feelings

Materials needed:
Computer or smartphone with internet access, pencil, paper and crayons/
colour pencils

form small squares.

Ask them to list out various kinds of weather. Then make them draw inside
the boxes the different kinds of weather( sunny, cloudy, rainy, stormy,
windy, pleasant).
Once they draw and colour their weather chart, ask them to pick a box to
tell everyone how they are feeling and tell them why they have matched
the emotions to those weathers.

Materials needed
Pencil, paper, crayons/ colour pencils.

Ask students to draw a grid consisting of 16 boxes. Tell them to draw
three horizontal lines followed by three vertical lines. Now tell them to
use their crayons to colour each box. They cannot repeat a colour but
they can add various shades of the same colour by pressing their crayon
softly or with greater pressure.
Tell them to mix different colours to see what happens.
Ask them to write down an emotion in each box corresponding to the
colour in the box.
What emotions do they associate with certain colours?

WEATHER
FORECAST
HOMEWORK

On a piece of paper, ask students to draw 30 boxes.
Ask them to pick a time to do the exercise everyday (at 7pm, for example).
Make them note down the date and time next to the box.
They must ask themselves how they are feeling and draw the
corresponding weather in the box for that day.
Collect observations for a month and discuss once a week/month the
patterns that emerge.

DISCUSS

10 MINS

Brainstorm: Ask the students to name one or two examples for when
they felt the emotions from the weather chart. Ask them to discuss and
think about that incident/memory.
Then ask them to pick one emotion and write/draw a quick story about it
through the memory/ incident in 5-6 lines.

JOURNALLING
Ask students to write/ draw or scribble their emotions in
a book, once a week or as often as they like.
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1.10

STORYTELLING

MAKING A SLIDESHOW ZINE
STRUCTURE
Students will showcase the various skills they have learnt so far by
making their own tiny zine or booklet.

01

LESSON
HOUR

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Learning how to break down a story into different
parts so that it can be visually represented

VOCABULARY
slideshow • a series of
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IDEA GENERATION
Ask students to think about:
■ Picking an emotion.
■ Thinking about a time when they felt that emotion.
■ Remembering a memory associated with that emotion. Why did you
feel that way?
Now ask the students to narrate this as a story!

STORYBOARDING (Planning the story)
Ask students to :
■ Decide the basic structure, flow and setting of your story.
■ Write your story in six sentences.
■ Draw pictures to support your words.
Pro tip : Add an element of humour!

slides (term used to

DESIGNING
YOUR OWN
STORY

Materials needed
Storybooks that have pictures in them such as
comic books, story books for children, etc.,
paper and pencil.

describe pages in a
presentation) that
describe a specific topic
or theme
zine • a magazine made
by an individual usually

01 HOUR
Begin by asking students about stories. Have
some storybooks with pictures to pass around
and show. Or use previously discussed stories to
understand the structure of stories.

by hand or by using
images from other
publications or the
internet

What are your favourite stories? Why do you like them? What do they
make you feel?

DISCUSS
How do you tell a story?
Ask students these questions and have a discussion about stories:
■ How are stories told in movies?
■ What do you think is the structure of a story?
Think about:
■ Beginning, middle and end of the story
■ Setting - where does it take place?
■ Time period - when is it happening?

MORE IDEAS FOR STORYTELLING
■ Tell a story you have always wanted to tell.
■ It can be entirely imagined or inspired by real events.
■ You can even take an existing story and change the ending
or the setting where it happens.
■ Explore different formats to tell a story - through photos, videos,
drawings, or a combination of all!

ACTIVITY
Demonstrate how the zine needs to be made by visiting this link. It is the
same booklet that was made in the Paper Folding Class.
How to fold a zine
(booklet).
www.youtube.com
Students will pick the physical zine or web-zine format to tell their story
in 6-8 pages or slides.
Ask your students to make their zine and tell a whole story in the 6-8
pages continued within it.
Collect all the zines and let everyone read and discuss the zines
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1.11

FINAL SHOW
Get your students to collect all the work they have done so far and bring
it to the classroom. Encourage them to arrange their artwork the way
they want to. Call their teachers for a small exhibition of all the work and
encourage each student to talk about what they have made. Final art
exhibition of art made across the entire module.
Time and duration can be decided by the facilitator in charge.
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2.1

INTRODUCTION
TO TINKERING &
MAKING
From the moment we are born we are
testing and exploring the world around us.
Babies test materials with their mouth
because their mouth is their first introduction to the sensorial world they live
in—they get nourishment and comfort
using their mouth. As they grow into
toddlers, they test materials by throwing
them to see if they will break or bounce.
They pour, stack, scoop, tear, stretch and
poke everything to see how it changes. As
young children they start creating simple
machines, they use tools to open, close,
push, pull and lift things. They learn that
what they cannot do physically, like reach a
box of biscuits placed on a high shelf, they
can do with the help of an implement, such
as a stool. They are constantly discovering
new materials and using those materials to
enhance their exploration of the world.
They are born to create and it is this desire
to create that drives the way they learn
about things. They tinker-test the different
properties of materials—and they
make—use those materials to create
things. Eventually, the things they make
turn into sophisticated machines that solve
actual problems, which is when we call it
engineering. Tinkering and making form
the very basis of the complex craft of
engineering. If we channel this natural
drive to create, early in a child’s life, we set
them on the path to a meaningful career in
a field of their choice and along the way,
we validate their ideas and efforts turning
them into confident individuals, driven by
their desire to learn.

In this module, we encourage tinkering/
tod-phod—the exploration of materials and objects
(by taking them apart and seeing their various
components) and making/ jod—the use of simple
found objects to create things.

STRUCTURE
In this module, learners will understand how to
develop a creative process—to ask questions,
think of solutions to those questions, plan how
they are going to create their solutions by
collecting the right materials, try out different
ways to make something and finally, make
improvements to their designs.

The overall learning objectives of
the module are as follows:

Understand how to manage
resources (safely) and time
■ This entire section will be broken down into 8 + 2
classes.
■ The first 8 classes will be used to cover 3 short
ten-minute warm-up activities, followed by three big
projects consisting of multiple activities leading up to
three thinking strategies to help students reflect on
each sub-module.
■ The remaining 2 classes can be used to help cover up
any remaining topics. If students have finished all
activities satisfactorily, the last 2 classes will be used to
allow them to explore and create their own “final
project”.

• Think like a designer. Understand how to
anticipate another person’s needs to design
something for them that perfectly suits them

Think back to your earliest memory
of making something to solve a
problem.
DID YOU CREATE A RAMP FOR
YOUR TOY CARS?
DID YOU BUILD A DOLL’S HOUSE
USING CARDBOARD AND PIECES
OF CLOTH?
DID YOU FIND AN EASIER WAY TO
CARRY YOUR HEAVY SCHOOL BAG
ON YOUR CYCLE? IF YES, THEN

■ Each class is 1 hour long (with a 5 minute break
in-between)

How much time did you spend
thinking about these activities?

■ Try not to spend more than ten minutes on each
warm-up activity.

Where did your materials come
from?

■ Try and link the warm-up activity in your own words to
the next part of the book.
■ Spend five minutes after each activity reflecting on
what was covered. Try and encourage your students to
speak at this time. Limit your speech as much as
possible.
■ Wrap up each class with a quick QnA that assesses
students comfort level with the topic and their
understanding.

• Gain an understanding of the properties of
different materials
• Understand how to connect things, take things
apart, make things move, measure things and
build things

FACILITATOR ACTIVITY

08

TOTAL
LESSONS

8+2
LESSON
HOURS

Did you return to your ideas over
many days and try to improve them
and make them better?
How did you feel when you solved
the problem?

ACTIVITY
Start a journal by writing about your
earliest memory of being a tinkerer.
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2.2

SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS

2.3

PREPARING FOR
THE MODULE

TOD-PHOD-JOD

While working with different materials and tools, it is important to
make sure that you take all the necessary precautions to avoid having
an accident. Remember that children tend to think of ways to use a
material that may not have occurred to you. To prepare yourself, make
sure you are not providing them with a material that could catch fire
easily, cause irritation to their eyes or is toxic (in case they ingest it by
mistake), among other things. It is also important to make sure that
children are supervised by an adult if they are using sharp instruments
like paper cutters, scissors or staplers.

This sub-module seeks to get students ready for working with different
materials. They will learn how to make observations like a scientist by
taking a device from their home and taking it apart using a screwdriver
and other tools they can find at home. They must maintain a detailed
log of what they do to take the device apart and of all the parts they can
identify. This record can include illustrations and photographs.

STRUCTURE

VOCABULARY

03

TEACHING
HOURS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

take apart • to remove all the

SAFETY CHECK LIST
■ Is it a safe material?
■ Are there any sharp edges?
■ Is the material toxic?
■ Is there risk of irritation?

various parts of an object

■ Does it have small parts that are a
choking hazard?
■ Are there any temperature changes?
■ Is there any electrical risk?

■ Is there risk of burning?

• To get students to observe things around them
more closely like scientists

tinker • To experiment with
different materials

• To get students to understand the process of
tinkering

investigate • To explore

• To get students to take a closer look at the
materials used to make things

log book • A book that describes
every step of the process you
follow to reach a particular
conclusion
observe • To look closely at
something and notice its different
features or notice what is

MAKING A
TINKER-TRAY
AND ART KIT

To be an effective tinkerer or even an artist for that matter, you must
collect a very wide range of materials that you can use in your experiments
and your craft projects. This is similar to the art kit that you made in the
previous module. While you collected things with different textures for
your art kit, for your tinker tray you need objects that you will be using in
your experiments. Building a collection of materials helps
you have exactly what you need when you begin an
experiment, instead of having to run to a store to find it.
You can include anything and everything in your tray, just
not something very big. Chances are that you won’t be
using a very big part in your design.
For the tray itself, you can use a plastic box or even a shoe
box. Make different compartments to contain your
different materials, using smaller pieces of cardboard.

happening to it

SAMPLE
LOG BOOK

SAMPLE
LOG
BOOK

DATE
TIME:

DEVICE / OBJECT BEING TAKEN APART

DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS

This is where you describe the device you are
taking apart including where it was manufactured

This is where you will look at the object &
decide what tools you need to open it or if
you can open it at all

This is where you write about how you
opened the device & what you found at each
step

This is where you describe the materials of the
device
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WARM-UP ACTIVITY:
PENCILS

STRATEGY:
TAKING AN OBJECT APART TOD-PHOD-JOD

Materials needed:
Pencil/Pen for a demonstration

Materials needed:
Various tools used to take electronic objects apart (screwdrivers of
different sizes, spanners, pliers, hammers, etc.), an object to take apart.

This activity is designed to prepare students for a session that requires
them to observe something closely. Ask them to choose their favourite
pencil and make observations.

To Demonstrate:
Explain what tinkering is and why
we are doing this activity.

See:
What does it look like? If it’s a drawing pencil, what number is it?

Take an object apart in the
classroom. Show them its various
parts.

Touch:
How does the pencil feel in your hands? How do you grip your
pencil? Is it different from the way your friend holds it? If you held

Write out the various headings of
the sample log book on the
blackboard and fill them up while
you are taking the object apart.

your pencil differently, would you be able to write comfortably?

Sound:
What sound does your pencil make when you use it? Tap it against
the paper. Draw a line. Draw circles. Does it sound different?

Prompts:
Where was this object made?
What materials is it made of? Is
this object for children? Are the
materials non-toxic?
Can you draw a picture of this
part?

Smell:
What does it smell like? When you smell your pencil, what does it
make you think of?

Taste:
Do not taste your pencil! It contains lead which is bad for you. After

To Do:
Give students a small, simple object
to take-apart like an old, disused,
cellphone charger.
Make them take it apart during the
class.
Make them identify its parts. Ask
them to observe why each part has
been designed a certain way. What
is the diameter of the hole of a
sharpener? What is the length of its
blade?
Make them write their
observations.
Make them put the object back the
way it was, if possible (some objects
Homework
Ask students to go home and
choose an object they would like
to take apart. Tell them to keep a
detailed log of all their
observations, which they will
have to share with the class the
next day.

all your observations, imagine what it would taste like

DISCUSS
Can students identify simple mechanical parts such as screws, ball bearings,
different electrical wires, etc.?
Connect this to the module on electrical circuits.
Have students documented the process by which they conducted the activity?
Can students identify different materials and understand their properties?
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VAHANA
WORKSHEET

THINKING ROUTINE:
SEE, THINK, WONDER
PENCILS
Materials needed:
Access to a computer/ projector to show students the
story in the link below

To Demonstrate:
Read Ammachi’s Amazing Machines with your students

Ammachi’s Amazing Machines
storyweaver.org.in
Prompts:
See:
What do you see? Have you seen anything like this before? Where?
Think:
What do you think about this machine? Will it work? Why? Why not?
Wonder:
Do you think you could change something about the machine? If yes,
what? Why?
Once they complete this activity, talk to them about the different
machines used in the story and how they work. Ask them if they have
seen other such machines being used around them.

DISCUSS
Get your students to
see that women can be
scientists too.
What do you think of
ammachi? Do you think
she is a scientist? Why/
why not? Do you know
anyone like her? Why
did the author choose a
person like ammachi to
be the main character
in this book? Why not
appa or thatha?

To Do:
Choose an image from the book and show it to the class. Ask them to
draw three columns in their books. In the first column ask them to write
down what they see in the picture. Once they have completed writing it
down, ask them to move to the second column and write down what they
think about what they see. Finally, in the third column, ask them to write
down what they wonder about what they see and think about the image.
Homework
Designing a vehicle or vahana for an imaginary
superhero
Students will have to design a vehicle or vahana
for an imaginary superhero.

RULE:
No copying from
friends, from the
internet or from any
other book, fairytale.
There is no correct
answer to this exercise.
It is only about letting
your imagination go
free. If you break this
rule, you have to do
this exercise again.

DRAW YOUR
COSTUME HERE:

DESIGNING A VEHICLE OR VAHANA FOR
AN IMAGINARY SUPERHERO

Students will have to design a vehicle or vahana for an imaginary superhero.
STEP 1: SUPERHERO ABILITIES
Think about what powers your
superhero will have. Here are some
categories you can use to think of
powers:

people feel compassion and
kindness, etc.

Physical powers: Strength, vision,
hearing, flying, swimming, jumping,
disappearing, shooting fire,
shooting ice, shooting wind, etc.

Intellectual powers: tremendous
knowledge about everything,
knowledge of how to build things,
knowledge of all the species of
animals and insects in the whole
world, knowledge of how to make
medicines from everything, etc.

Psychic powers: Convincing,
reading minds, controlling people,
ability to speak to animals, ability to
speak to plants, ability to make
people stop fighting, ability to make

STEP 2: SUPERHERO CLOTHES
Based on the superhero’s abilities,
think of a good costume for them.
Choose the colour of the costume,
the material, the features, etc.
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2.4

STEP 3: SUPERHERO TRANSPORT

DRAW YOUR
COSTUME HERE:

Based on your superhero’s abilities, create a machine to transport
them around the world. Use your imagination and design the
machine to include flying, swimming underwater, being
bulletproof, explosion proof, etc. You can make multiple sketches
to show the different features of the vehicle.

03

TEACHING
HOURS

RUBE
GOLDBERG’S
SIMPLE
MACHINES

STRUCTURE
This sub-module will help students understand how to make six different
types of simple machines like those featured in the exaggerated
illustrations of the famous American cartoonist, Rube Goldberg. Rube
Goldberg often depicted simple tasks like wiping your face with a napkin
or applying bread on jam using a complicated sequence of actions all
performed by simple machines. Do you remember the machines you saw
in Ammachi's Amazing Machines? They are the same as Rube Goldberg’s
machines. These machines are all around you and they are used to make
difficult tasks easier. This chapter will help you look at the world around
you more closely so you can see the important role played by simple
machines in your own life.

TIP TO FACILITATOR:

VOCABULARY

In real life, people don’t have such superpowers but they still
behave like heroes. Get your class to talk about what makes a
person a hero in real life? Do not offer any prompts or hints.
Try to get your students to come up with points such as those
below without offering any hints. People are heroes when:

machine - a piece of
equipment with moving
parts designed to
perform a particular task.

■ They show extraordinary compassion.
■ They show extraordinary tolerance.
■ They forgive horrible crimes.
■ They fight against grave injustices against the poor even
when they are fighting against someone who is very powerful
and dangerous.

DISCUSS
Share your sketches with the
class and talk about why you
made your superhero like
this. Why did you choose
these superpowers?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
To get students to notice the simple machines
that they use in their everyday lives. To get
students to experiment with these simple
machines so that they understand how they
work and why they behave the way they do.
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WARM-UP ACTIVITY:
RUBE GOLDBERG’S
MACHINES
DISCUSS
Students should
learn how to
recognise different
types of simple
machines that they
use in their everyday
life. They should
discuss the uses of
these six different
types of simple
machines.

Watch the following videos on the illustrations of American cartoonist Rube
Goldberg and the different ways in which people have applied
his ideas

Inside the Book:
Rube Goldberg
www.youtube.com
How to Pass the Salt
While Social Distancing
www.youtube.com
Today, top engineering teams from some of the best universities in
America, compete with each other to build complicated Rube Goldberg
machines that perform simple tasks like opening an umbrella. To build
these machines, students must have a very sound understanding of basic
STEM concepts, which is why these competitions have become an
important platform for students who are creative problem solvers and who
love tinkering with different materials and building things, to showcase
their talents.
Now that you have seen these videos, label the following types of
simple machines from the pictures below:
Lever
Inclined plane
Screw
Wedge
Wheel & axle
Pulley
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STRATEGY:
MAKING MACHINES
Students will use objects that they find in their immediate
environment to build six different types of simple machines.

LEVER
Materials needed:
Long scale, glue stick, object to carry

Students will need to place the scale over the glue stick to make a lever.
Encourage them to use objects of different weights on one side of the
scale while using their finger to lift the object. Encourage them to move
the glue stick closer to the object and away from the object. They should
observe that when the glue stick is moved closer to the object it becomes
easier to lift.

INCLINED PLANE
Materials needed:
Two pieces of cardboard, two long pieces of string, two heavy books

Students will need to make inclined planes of different heights (one steep
and one almost flat). Next, they will need to tie string around the books
and try to pull them up the planes. They should also be encouraged to pull
the books vertically without the use of an inclined plane. Students should
observe that the steeper the incline of the plane, the harder it is to pull an
object up the plane.

SCREW
Materials needed:
Piece of paper, pencil

Students need to cut a square sheet of paper into half along its diagonal.
Next they need to wrap the paper around a pencil, starting with one corner
of the triangular sheet of paper that they have cut. Students should observe
how an inclined plane is wrapped around a central pillar to make a screw.
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WEDGE

DISCUSS:

TIP TO FACILITATOR:

Materials needed:
Piece of paper, paper cutter, scale

What did students learn about
simple machines? How is making a
machine different from reading
about it in a book? Is it important
to make mistakes? Why?

Even a screwdriver is an example of a wheel and axle.
Can you explain to your children why? When force is
exerted on the wheel, the axle turns too. Even in a car,
the road is exerting a force on the wheel, which in turn
makes the axle move.

Get students to try to cut a piece of paper with a scale (using it like a knife).
Next, get them to cut the paper using a paper cutter. Students should
observe that the blunt edge of the scale is not effective when it comes to
cutting paper. The wedge shape is a simple machine because it allows us
to cut things easily.

WHEEL AND AXLE
Materials needed:
Two small matchboxes, two toothpicks, a piece of cardboard to make
wheels, fevicol, cellotape and a gel pen refill

This activity is modified from the matchbox dump truck being made in this
link:
Dump truck by Arvind
Gupta
www.youtube.com
Cut out four small wheels. Cut the gel pen refill and put the toothpick
inside it. Stick two wheels on either side of the toothpick. Make another set
of wheels and axles just like this one. Tape these wheels to the bottom of
the matchbox. Your matchbox car is ready. Now make another matchbox
car. this time, stick the wheels directly on the matchbox, without using a
toothpick. Try racing the two cars. Which one moves faster? Why? Students
should observe that without the axle, the wheel cannot move freely. They

PULLEY
Materials needed:
A spool, a long piece of jute string, a stick, a heavy rock.

Put the stick through the spool and balance it between two desks in the
classroom. Tie the string around the rock and put the other end of the
string over the spool. Pull the rock up by pulling the other end of the
string. Now encourage students to try pulling the rock straight up without
using the spool. Students should observe how the pulley helps reduce the
effort required to pull the rock up.

THINKING ROUTINE:
QUIZ
This activity is designed to encourage students to find as many examples of
simple machines in their environment as possible. Divide the class into six
teams. Write down the names of the simple machines on six chits. Ask each
team to pick one chit. Give them ten minutes to write down as many
examples of those machines as they can think of. Encourage them to
remember ammachi’s amazing machines and think of all the machines she
made and use them as examples too.

Screw: Bulb, bottle cap, kai murukku machine,
taps, ballpoint pens, drill, etc.
Wheel and Axle: screw driver, coconut scraper,
car, cycle, giant wheel, fan, windmill, drill, etc.
Inclined plane: Wheelchair ramp in hospitals,
slide, ramp to load cargo in railway station,
sloping road (bridges a height difference in the
terrain), etc.
Lever: See-saw, bottle opener, pliers, shovels,
mop, broom, car door, scissors, etc.
Wedge: axe, scissors, knife, shovel, fork, grater,
etc.
Pulley: Lift, crane, well, weightlifting machines in
the gym, etc.
In the second round of the quiz, encourage
students to build a simple rube goldberg machine
consisting of two steps using the materials they
have in the classroom.

2.5
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DESIGN THINKING
PENCIL BOX DESIGN
VOCABULARY

STRUCTURE

empathy • understanding
what another person feels

This sub-module seeks to get students to understand the design
thinking process. The main activity in this sub-module seeks to get
students to empathise with their teammate and design an object—in
this case a pencil box—that matches his/ her needs and expectations.
It requires them to understand their teammate’s emotions, the use of
colours and materials and the use of space, among other things.
Divide your class into teams of two. If possible, pair students who
don’t know all that much about each other because this exercise will
help them empathise with a classmate they may have never spoken to
before. All the warm-up exercises to be completed before this activity
will help students understand the various elements of design so that
what they create has a greater impact.

problem statement •
Defining the key problem
area that needs to be
addressed by the design
brainstorm • Thinking of
different solutions to a
problem
prototype • Creating a
working model of
something you have
designed

03

TEACHING
HOURS

WARM-UP
ACTIVITY:
EMOJIS

DISCUSS
Tip to the facilitator: Try and get
your students to discuss the
following questions and share their
opinions. Encourage answers from
the entire class if possible.
Why do we describe certain feelings
as being negative?
Write down five properties of
negative emotions. How do you
identify a negative feeling from a
positive one?

TIP TO FACILITATOR:
Try and get students to think about
all the things their mother does
throughout the day. What does
sitting down and having tea mean
to her? Is it just to drink tea that she
makes tea? Or does drinking tea
mean something more?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
To get students to understand the process of
design thinking—understanding the need of the
person for whom this process is being
undertaken, identifying problem areas, coming
up with solutions, visualising your solution in the
form of a sketch or diagram, getting feedback
from the person for whom the design is being
made, making small changes to the design and
creating a prototype. To help students develop
creative confidence—create without questioning
your ability or over-analysing your process.

This activity is designed to help students understand how we use symbols to express
emotions and ideas.

STEP 1
Offer students the worksheet on emoticons (see Appendix 1, Pg no. 103). Ask them to write
down the emotion they associate with each emoticon. Ask them to share their observations
with their partner. Did both of them identify the same emotion for the same symbol?
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Divide all the words students have used to describe the
emoticons into two word-maps on the board--positive
feelings and negative feelings. Ask them to think of
other positive and negative emotions and put them on
the board.

STEP 2
Give students a list of actions and ask them to either clap
their hands or show the thumbs down symbol depending on the emotions they associate with these actions.
When I feel angry, I lock my younger sister into the
bathroom.
When I feel sad, I listen to music.
When I feel jealous, I say mean things to people.
When I feel angry, I cycle around my house ten times.
When I feel happy, I clean my room.
When I feel excited, I run around the house screaming at
the top of my voice.
When I feel playful, I put salt in my mother’s tea.

DISCUSS

STRATEGY:
PENCIL BOX
DESIGN
Get your students to open their worksheet for this exercise (see Appendix 2, Pg
no. 104 ).
Materials needed:
Different pencil boxes

Show students different pencil boxes and
ask them to observe the different features
of each design.

Try to get your students to observe how a
“negative” emotion can be dealt with
constructively instead of destructively and
sometimes a “positive” emotion, like excitement
and playfulness can hurt the feelings of people
around us.
Here are some of the questions you can ask to
get responses:
Anger is a powerful emotion. Could all of you
describe how you feel when you get angry? If
someone is laughing at something next to you, if
someone is giving you advice, if someone is
happy about something else while you are
feeling angry, how does it make you feel? Why
do you feel that way? Describe four ways in
which you can cope with your anger without
hurting someone around you. What did you
think about the last example? Did you find it
funny? It is a bit funny but how do you think it
would make your mother feel? Happy, sad,
angry? Why would she feel that way?
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To Do:
Divide students into teams of two members each.

— Interview

DISCUSS:
Ask students to share
some of the insights
they have gained from
this entire process. How
did it make them feel to
be interviewed? Were
they uncomfortable
sharing their stories?
Why? What did they
learn about the design
process? How did they
feel when they were
given feedback? Was the
feedback useful? How
was their first design
different from the final
one?
Display all the pencil
boxes in one corner of
the classroom for a
week so that students
can appreciate each
other’s design

TIPS:
If students are
hesitating to share their
responses, please be
ready with a pencil box
design of your own. Talk
to students in detail
about why you made
each feature in your
own pencil box and
about how the feedback
you received from the
person you were
designing this pencil
box for, helped you
improve your design.

Ask each student to describe their own pencil box
in as much detail as they can, to their teammate.
Give students fifteen minutes to complete this task.
The other member has to ensure that they ask plenty of questions so that
they get as much information as they can from their teammate about the
pencil box. They need to try and get as many stories as possible as well as
try and identify particular emotions associated with it.

— Observations

Based on this interview, tell each team to write down what they perceive to
be the needs of their partner in terms of pencil box design, based on their
personality and the stories they have shared. Ask them to identify three
needs. Next, ask them to identify three insights they have gained about their
partner. Are they emotional? Do they collect things? Do they love nature?
What are their interests?
Now call a few teams to the front of the class to share what they have
observed about their teammate from the way they described their pencil
box. What kind of person are they? Are they very organised? Do they like a
particular colour? Do they collect small things? What kind of things do they
collect? Are they sentimental?
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THINKING ROUTINE:
3-READ STRATEGY
AI Strategies toolkit
Download a copy
Materials needed:
Printout of the story, pencils

To Demonstrate:
The facilitator will have to do some background research on the weaving
communities from Odisha, on how Ikat sarees are woven and on the current
plight of weavers in some parts of the country.
Read Biju Spins Some Magic with your students
Biju Spins Some Magic
storyweaver.org.in

Ask the teams to correct their partner if what they observed is not
completely true.

To Do:
For this activity, they will have to read this story four times.

Now ask each member to write down a problem statement based on the
needs and insights they have identified. This problem statement must
capture what each team member has learned from their interview.

The first time they will look for words that are new and understand the
meaning of those words.

— Designing a solution

The second time they will break the text into sections based on the topic
being covered. Some of the topics being covered in this story are:

Based on this problem statement, ask each team member to design
solutions for their teammate. Tell each team member to write down at least
five new features for the pencil box they are designing for their teammate.
Try to be as visual as possible while designing these solutions.
Of these five features, one must be something that is completely
unexpected and new. This surprise feature should be something that they
think their teammate needs but may not choose for themselves. This is their
gift to their teammate based on everything they have understood about
them. It could be a new colour, a new material, a secret compartment, etc.

— Iteration and building a prototype

Share your designs with your teammate and get their feedback.
Based on their feedback, create a sketch of the prototype that you will be
designing.
Build your prototype using paper, cardboard, glue, glitter, crayons and
sketch pens.

■ The little boy in this story doesn’t go to school but is learning a lot from his
father and grandfather. Mathematics is a very important part of weaving and
most expert weavers are very skilled mathematicians.
■ Every member of the family participates in the craft of weaving.
■ Weavers often cannot afford to buy the things that they make and they live
on the verge of poverty.
■ There is something that you can learn from everyone if you learn how to
observe your surroundings.
As the teacher, it is important that you let the students identify these topics
on their own. Don’t write these topics on the board, don’t tell them what the
topics are. Let them tell you what they are and then you write them on the
board.
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2.6

The third time they read the text, they need to try and understand why
the author wrote about these topics. What does the author mean when
they say a particular thing? What is the importance of a certain line? If
one of your students says something thoughtful, make sure to build a
discussion around what they have said.
For example, if after reading the above story, your student says that even
though the weavers make expensive silk sarees, they travel by
unreserved class on the train, make sure to talk about how many
weavers are not able to continue weaving because they don’t make
enough money to feed themselves. Most of them cannot afford the
clothes they make. Many families have stopped weaving because of this
and the secret weaving patterns that their family was famous for have
vanished because the person who knew the secret passed away before
teaching it to anyone. Younger family members don’t want to be
weavers because they don’t want to live in poverty.
Try to get your students to say these things instead of making it a
lecture. Keep asking them why they think weavers are poor. Why does
the father not want his son to go to school? He is worried that he will get
useless ideas in his head and wants to move to the city. Keep using
examples from the story to support what you are saying. Keep quoting
text directly from the story to support what you are saying.
Homework:
The fourth time students read this story,
is to write an assignment. Ask your
students to write an assignment about all
the things they would like to learn from
Biju the weaver that they don’t get a
chance to learn in school.

DISCUSS
Keep making a distinction between sympathy “we need to
help these poor weavers” and empathy “weavers are
talented artists who need to be recognised for their skill
and knowledge.
The objective of this lesson is not to make students feel
sorry for weavers but to grow their understanding of a
cultural tradition that we need to be proud of and to
develop respect for the community that keeps this
tradition alive.
What did students learn from the story? How are they
connecting the story to their own lives and to the lives of
people they know? What are the weaving traditions of
their own village?

03

TEACHING
HOURS

VOCABULARY
Found objects • objects
that are being used to
create something that is
different from what they
were originally created
for
Property • the nature of
a material that makes it
behave a certain way

MAKING TOYS
FROM FOUND
OBJECTS
STRUCTURE
This chapter seeks to get students interested in observing objects
around them in order to engage them in the process of scientific
discovery. Students will collect objects for each activity, they will build
an object and they will understand the science behind the way the
object works.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Understanding the properties of different materials
that are around us.
• Understanding simple concepts in mathematics and
science.
• Understanding that the building process involves
some trial and error until things finally work

WARM-UP ACTIVITY:
CLAY
AI Strategies toolkit
Download a copy
This warm-up activity seeks to get students to understand the
process of modelling an object, in this case, a person, to convey an
idea. Students who are kinaesthetic learners will strongly benefit
from such an exercise.
Materials needed:
Enthusiastic students
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Divide the class into teams of two members each. One member will be the
sculptor and the other will be the “clay”. The sculptor will have to move the
“clay” to convey a certain idea or thought. Ideas that can be conveyed can
include things like:
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■ Replace the cover of the matchbox
■ When you tighten the strings and slide the matchbox from one end to the
other, the colour of the strings magically change from one to the other

Hitting a six during PT period
Finding out that my best friend is leaving school

DISCUSS
How did students
feel when they were
the clay? How did
they feel when they
were the artist? Did
they feel silly? Why
did they feel silly?
Why do we become
conscious of what
we are doing?

Getting full marks on my maths test
Being punished by the teacher
Make sure to encourage students to make expressions that convey the
emotion behind the idea.
Once they are done, ask the sculptors to display their sculptures to the
entire class and to talk about why they decided to do certain things to
convey certain ideas.
Following this, ask the sculptor and the “clay” to switch roles.

ACTIVITY 2: BALLOON HOVERCRAFT
Materials needed:
Balloon, CD, sketch pen, needle, strong glue, rubber band and small rubber
disk
CD Hovercraft by
Arvind Gupta
www.youtube.com
■ Remove the tip, cartridge and end cap of the sketch pen
■ Using the needle, make a hole in the cap of the sketch pen
■ Fix the cap in the centre of the rubber disk so that it’s closed end is flush
with the rubber disk

STRATEGY:
COOL WOOL, BALLOON
HOVERCRAFT, WATERPROOF
NET, FUNNY FOUNTAIN
ACTIVITY 1: COOL WOOL
Materials needed:
Match box, two 60 cm long pieces of wool in different colours and a needle
Cool Wool by Arvind
Gupta
www.youtube.com
■ First open your match box and put the cover aside
■ Using a needle, make two small holes on either side, along the breadth of
the inner compartment of the matchbox
■ Cross weave the woolen threads through the holes such that you get an
“x” inside the match box
■ Tie knots attaching both the threads on either side of the matchbox

■ Paste the rubber disk (flat side) on the central portion of the CD
■ Using a rubber band, tie the balloon to the rear end of the empty sketch
pen
■ Blow up the balloon using the empty sketch pen but cover the opening so
that the air does not escape
■ Put the sketch pen with the inflated balloon tied to it, into its cap, which
has been stuck to the CD
■ The CD will start moving across the floor on its own, powered by the air
coming out of the balloon.

ACTIVITY 3: WATERPROOF NET
Materials needed:
A small piece of mosquito netting, a drinking glass (preferably made of
glass so you can see the liquid inside), a small plastic lid that fits the
opening of the glass, coloured water and a rubber band
Water proof net by
Arvind Gupta
www.youtube.com
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THINKING ROUTINE:
1 X 5 CREATIVE THINKING

■ Place the mosquito net over the mouth of your glass and use a rubber
band to tie it down
■ Tighten the mosquito net by pulling it so that it is tightly stretched
across the mouth of the glass

AI Strategies toolkit
Download a copy

■ Fill the glass with water to the very top
■ Place the plastic lid over the glass and invert the
glass

Materials needed:
A piece of chart paper, scissors, sketch pens, crayons, glue

■ Slowly remove the plastic lid
■ The water should stay inside the glass. This takes
place because of surface tension

ACTIVITY 4: CONSTANT FLOW FOUNTAIN
Materials needed:
Plastic bottle, two stiff straws (20 cm and 5 cm), water and scissors
Constant flow by
Arvind Gupta

DISCUSS
Are students able to
draw connections
between their
classroom lessons
and the project they
are doing? Can
students understand
how to use different
materials? How can
these materials be
changed based on
what is available?

www.youtube.com
■ Make a small hole at the base of the bottle so that the small piece of
straw fits through the hole. The straw must tightly fit into the hole. If the
hole is bigger than the diameter of the straw then this experiment will not
work.
■ Make a hole in the bottle cap so that the large piece of straw fits tightly
through the hole. Once again, the hole should not be bigger than the
diameter of the straw.
■ Cover the opening of the small straw and fill the bottle with water.
■ Cover the bottle with the bottle cap and big straw.
■ When you lift your finger off the opening of the small straw, water falls
from the bottle with constant pressure until the water level is below that
of the bottom of the long straw. To stop the water from falling, place your
finger over the opening of the big straw on top of the bottle cap.

‒ Create a team
Divide the class into teams, comprising of five members. Give each
member a sheet of chart paper.

DISCUSS
How do small
changes influence the
overall design of a
product/ idea? How
did the students
design their product?
What challenges did
they face? How did
they overcome them?
Did their teammates
help them?

Ask the group to sit in a circle.
Place the paper in the centre.
‒ Start modelling
Ask one member of the group to enter the circle and change one thing
about the paper. They can fold, tear, cut, paint, etc. but they can only do
one thing, only one time.
‒ Go around the circle
Once they are done, the next team member will change something else
about the paper.
Continue this process until all the team members have had a chance
changing the paper.
‒ Reflect on the completed project
Once the team is done, ask them to look at how the object has changed
from what it started as. What are their thoughts on the new version of the
object? Has its use changed? What can it be used for now? Is it important
for it to have a use? Do they like looking at it? Why?
‒ Start again and try something different
If the team is happy with their project, then display it for the class to see. If
they want to try this process again, give them a fresh sheet of paper and
make them follow the same process.
Once this project has been completed with a physical object, you can
repeat the process with an idea or concept. This exercise is a great way to
get students to break down complex concepts into smaller sections that
can be understood.
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2.7

FINAL PROJECT
For their final project, divide the class into teams and get students to
design a Rube Goldberg machine consisting of a minimum of five
steps. Here are the rules for this exercise:

■ Each step has to lead to the next step without intervention from the
team
■ The team must use objects found at home to make the machine
■ Points will be awarded for complexity of the process, innovative use
of objects, use of simple machines and smooth flow of steps.
The final projects will be exhibited with the entire school in a share-out
event. Parents and other community members should be encouraged to
attend the event.
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3.1

INTRODUCTION
TO CODING
Computer programming is growing as an essential skill for many members of the workforce. It is
vital that students are equipped with a basic working knowledge of technology and computer
programming. Programming also serves as an excellent medium to apply concepts of mathematics,
and develop a problem solving mindset. Lastly, it can serve as an empowering medium to express
one’s creativity. Today, the arts have gone beyond the traditional music and dance; computer
science and programming are emerging as powerful tools in this space.
This module covers the basics of computers,
programming, and its applications in the
following order.
Computer basics: Introduces computers,
algorithms, and programmatic sequencing
Programming tools: ScratchJr (for Android)
is used as the programming environment
for this curriculum.

08

TOTAL
LESSONS

Programming constructs: Basic
programming constructs such as loops and
conditionals are taught to create more engaging programmes.

STRUCTURE

8+2
LESSON
HOURS

6+

CLASSES

The most important part of this curriculum is its approach. It
categorically avoids theory and lectures, opting for the introduction of
all concepts through discussions and activities. Each programming
concept is first introduced in an “unplugged” manner, with fun activities
and games. This ensures that students have easy access to
understanding these concepts, even if they don’t have access to a computer. Each unplugged session is
followed up with its application in a real programming environment - ScratchJr. The separation of
unplugged and applied sessions also helps solidify the theory of these concepts, allowing students to
more easily apply what they’ve learned to other programming environments in the future.

UNDERSTAND HOW TO MANAGE RESOURCES AND TIME
■ This entire section will be broken down into 8 + 2 classes.
■ The first 8 classes will be used to cover 5 mini projects.
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■ Each project will have a specific output and objective needed from the participants
■ The remaining 2 classes can be used to help cover up any remaining topics. If students have
finished all activities satisfactorily, the last 2 classes will be used to allow them to explore and
create their own “final project”
■ Each class is 1 hour long (with 5 min break in between)
■ Every activity will require a theory introduction and a demo of the final project.
■ Please limit the theory to 15-20 minutes (excluding the first class)
■ Wrap up each class with a QnA that assesses students comfort level with the topic and their
understanding.

3.2

PREPARING FOR
THE MODULE
Please ensure that you have access to an android phone for this module to demonstrate the
projects outlined in the book.
■ If you have an android phone - download the below app from PlayStore (it is a free app)

Scratch Jr
Google Playstore

■ If you do not have an android phone available - download the file from this link on your system
(laptop/ desktop). https://jfo8000.github.io/ScratchJr-Desktop/
■ Carry 6-7 paper/plastic cups or metal tumblers to class. (We will just be
stacking it, so you can reuse them for all the classes, and for coffee.)
■ Carry a book with you to make notes.
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3.3

WHAT IS A
COMPUTER?
STRUCTURE
Students will gain a real-world awareness of what computers are and
where they’re used. They will learn about computers through several
group discussions. This chapter will serve as a foundation for the rest
of the curriculum.
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● Maintaining records
● Education and research
● Playing games!
● And of course, making games

01

LESSON
HOURS

■ Parts of computer :
● Input - to take IN the instructions that the user is giving
● CPU - central processing unit - to process these instructions
● Output - to display the result of these instructions
Ask them the following questions now :
■ What are some of the common input devices that they have seen/ used?
■ What are the input and output parts on a smartphone?

VOCABULARY
desktop • computer with

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• To understand what a computer is
• Gain an understanding of parts of the computer
• Explore where computers are used

an external CPU
laptop • computer with
an internal CPU
CPU • Central Processing
Unit. The brain of a
computer.

DISCUSSION

02

Now we will focus on why we need these devices.
Ask students the following questions:
■ Why did people make computers in the first place?
■ How might life have been before the existence of computers as we
know it? Why is it important to learn about it?
■ How old do you think the first computer is?

DISCUSSION

01

Ask students the following questions:
■ What do you think a computer is?
■ What can it be used for?
■ Where have you seen it in your daily life?
(Note: this question is to inspire them to realise that computers are not just
the “laptops” or ”desktops”, but also their smartphone or their calculator!
And that they have seen it before in ATM’s, cash registers, and more!)
■ What are the different parts of this computer?

■ How big do you think computers are?
Based on their answers you can explain to them the following:
■ Computers were initially made to make mathematical calculations easier and faster
■ Computers are just machines, as we had said. Technically, the oldest machine that we can think of
is the abacus, that dates back to the roman empire.

Brief evolution of computers
http://www.cs.uah.edu/~rcoleman/Common/History/History.html

Based on their answers you can explain to them the following:
■ A computer is an electronic device or machine which works with STEP BY STEP instructions given by
the USER (you).
■ Desktops, laptops, tablets, smartphones are commonly used computers
■ It can used for
● Sending receiving messages
● Making presentation

■ Go through this and explain that not only has the technology improved immensely, but also the
use for computers itself.
■ Moreover,what needed an entire room to fit in, now fits in our palm.
■ And what we are going to be talking about for the next few classes, is how we can use this device
/ computer to make our own animations, art work, and programmes.
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DISCUSSION

03

TIP TO FACILITATOR

You can keep this brief. It is essentially a way to bridge to the next class.

Ask students:
■ How do we tell the computer what to do?
Based on their answers you can explain to them the following:
■ Computers understand instructions via code.
■ Code is nothing but a set of instructions given to the computer in a
language that IT can understand
■ But before we even code, we need to understand how to give it
instructions. And for this, we will learn about algorithms
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DISCUSSION

01

What is an algorithm?
A sequence of objective instructions, to perform a task. These instructions
are usually executed by computers. Simply put, it’s instructions that the
computer needs to follow

ACTIVITY 1

No. of Participants:
This activity can be done by the whole class together with the facilitator
enacting what the students say. Remember to be a puppet, and do exactly what your students say.
Do not assume anything or add to their instructions.
Prompt:
Ask your students for the steps to make a cup of coffee. Act it out to them. Make sure they are
extremely detailed.
If you are teaching from home, actually use materials around you to act it out. For example, how to
make bread and jam.

3.4

01

LESSON
HOUR

WHAT IS AN
ALGORITHM?
STRUCTURE
Computers and humans think differently. It’s important to understand
how to give a computer step by step instructions in order to be able to
write effective computer programs, or
“algorithms” This chapter will allow students
to explore writing algorithms through
creative activities and games. This chapter
VOCABULARY
will start encouraging a problem solving
algorithm • a set of
mindset.
rules or instructions to
be followed in
calculations or other

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

problem-solving

• Students will understand what an algorithm is

a computer, in a

• Students will learn how to write their own algorithm

operations, especially by
language it understands
instructions • giving
directions on how to do
something.

After doing the activity in class, you can share this video as well. It will give them a better idea of
what you are trying to convey to them.
Example video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ct-lOOUqmyY
Expected Outcome:
This process will help students understand how specific they need to be with their instructions.
Remind them that a computer is JUST A MACHINE, and humans are the creative inputs. If we are
not clear, then the computer will also not be.
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ACTIVITY 2
No. of Participants:
2 per team (if in person)
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Expected Outcome:
Most students will draw something completely different from the instructions given. That’s ok, in
fact, that’s expected, and encouraged! Move on to the next discussion to see why that happened

TIP TO FACILITATOR

If you are teaching remotely, then ask one student to create the instructions, and ask the others to
draw it out on a jamboard, which is a computer application.
Prompt:
Write an algorithm on how to draw a simple object using basic shapes. Share this algorithm with
your partner and ask them to redraw the object.
■ Give all the students a blank A4 paper, and ask them to write instruction
on how to draw a simple object (eg - cup, smiley face,window)

DISCUSSION

02

A lot of students may end up drawing something different.
Ask them to have a look at their instructions and see what they
missed.
■ What was the most interesting part of writing the instructions
■ How was it to follow instructions?
■ Could their instruction have been more specific?

■ Instructions can look like below. Restrict the students to using basic
shapes (line, triangle, circle, oval, square, arc). They cannot use identifiable features. For example, they cannot say, “draw two eyes and a
mouth”

■ Was the order of the instruction correct?
■ Were the instructions detailed enough?
■ Ask them to remember that when we give instructions to a machine, we
have to give it all the details because it is going to do exactly what we ask
it to do. So it’s important that instructions are clear and specific.

■ Example: Smiley face
● Draw a large circle
● Inside that circle, draw another small circle in the top left

This discussion is to emphasise that algorithms need to be clear, precise,
and specific. We have to mention AS MUCH details as we can. This is the
same logic and principle that is required when it comes to coding.

● Draw another circle inside the large circle, in the top right
● In the bottom half of the large circle, draw and arc.
■ Some students will use measurements (radius = 10cm), that’s great!
■ Once they finish writing the instructions, ask them to pass over the
instructions to their partner, and ask them to try and redraw using those
instruction
■ Once they finished drawing, ask them to guess the initial object
■ Share out with the class!

ACTIVITY 3
If time permits, ask your students to now write an algorithm for
one of the below tasks
■ Make and pack a lunch box with curd rice
■ Buy chocolates from a shop
■ Or if they want to retry the previous activity, you can do that as
well
Expected Outcome:
■ Students will work in pairs to write algorithms for each other
and execute them
■ At the end of class, students will revise their algorithms based
on the feedback they got from their partners
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3.5

SEQUENCING IN
PROGRAMMING

1/2

LESSON
HOURS

VOCABULARY
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1. Collect 5-7 paper cups for this activity. Divide the class into groups of two people (or assign one
human “robot” per breakout room, depending on convenience)
2. The ground rules for the instructions are as follows:
● Up means that the cup automatically goes up as high as it needs to
● Down means that it automatically goes down until it lands on something
- The hand automatically returns to cup stack after setting down a cup

(UNPLUGGED)

● Forward means the robot moves one step (1/2 cup width) forward
● Backward means the robot moves one step (1/2 cup width) Backward
- Note: Students may not use backward at this age unless they want to build the cup
stacks in reverse (which is also okay)

STRUCTURE
In this chapter, students will be introduced to an extension of
algorithms in the context of a programming language. Students will
explore writing small “programs” in their own languages through a
cup-stacking unplugged activity.

● Programmers are not allowed to talk when the robot is working. This includes blurting out
answers or pointing out when the robot has done something wrong
● Programmers should raise their hand if they see a bug
3. The instructions need to be given in the follow format:

debugging • removing
mistakes from a set of
instructions given to a

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

computer

• Students will understand what a programme is.

programme • a series of

• Students will learn how to write a sequence of
instructions in their own “language”

instructions to control

• Students will learn what bugs mean, and the process of
debugging

something that happens
on a computer

Pick Up Cup

Put Down Cup

Step Forward

4. Have the students provide instructions in the form of arrows, and the robot students play out the
instructions exactly as given (even if this means cups fall down, or are misplaced)
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Now that we know what algorithms are, let’s look at how we can write
instructions in a specific “language”
We talk to computers in a language that they understand, and these are
known as programming languages. For example, C, C++, Java, etc. (Ask your
students to name any computer language that they may have heard about)
In the next activity, we will work on a simple “programming language” and
make our teammates “computers” who will work on the code.

ep

5. The end cup arrangements should look something like this:

DISCUSSION

ACTIVITY 1
Create a sequence of instructions using just arrows to tell your partner how to arrange a set of cups in
a particular order.
This activity is also available on this link
https://curriculum.code.org/csf-20/coursec/3/#my-robotic-friends-jr2

Step Backward

6. The instructions need to be given in the format below:
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DISCUSSION

02
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After everyone has had a chance to be the robot, bring the class back
together to discuss their experience. In particular, discuss as a class:

DEMONSTRATION

■ What was the most difficult part of coming up with the instructions?

■ If you have an android phone - download the below app from PlayStore (it is a free app)

■ Did anyone find a bug in your instructions once your robot started
following them?

Scratch Jr

■ What was the bug?

Google Playstore

■ Why do you think you didn't notice it when writing the program?
■ When you were “the robot”, what was the hardest part of following the
instructions you were given?

■ If you do not have an android phone available - download the file from this link on your system

Expected Outcome:
Students will work in pairs and be able to write their own “sequenced”
programs, and their partners will be able to create the required structure
using cups.

TIP TO THE FACILITATOR

(laptop/ desktop). https://jfo8000.github.io/ScratchJr-Desktop/

Share the view on your mobile phone to the students, do not share Scratch on the desktop with
them. A lot of screenshots are available here. You do not need to go through everything in detail
now.
Students will be introduced to the screens below.
Reference
https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/interface

3.6

INTRODUCTION
TO SCRATCH
INTERFACE

Homescreen

1/2

STRUCTURE
This chapter will serve as students’ first exposure to a programming
language and environment. Students will be introduced to the basic
mechanics of ScratchJr Android application. This chapter has details of
all the available features of the ScratchJr environment, and can be used
as a reference throughout this curriculum.

LESSON
HOUR

Through a facilitator-led demonstration, students
will have a look at the ScratchJr interface, and
understand its basic capabilities

something works or is done
screen-shot • a picture of what is
happening on your phone or
computer screen
sprite • cartoon character in your
application

1

Create new project

2

Open old project

Personal Dashboard

2

demonstration • an act or
performance used to explain how

Click here to go to
“Personal Dashboard”

1

VOCABULARY
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1

1
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New Project
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Add Sound to Program

2
3

1

Add new sprite

2

Change sprite

3

Options

1

Add sound

1

Add Motion to Sprite

Add Control to Program

1

Move right

1

Loop the program

2

Move left

2

Wait 1s

1

Change the size of
Sprite

1

2
1
2

Add Events to Program

Change the look of the Sprite

1

2

1

On click - green flag

2

On click - Sprite

1

Look at all the blocks
https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks

Activity suggestion:
Get your students to try out all the blue blocks and explain what each block does
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■ Make the sprite jump II (combine
jump button with up, down
buttons, change numbers under
the buttons and figure out what
they do) -

3.7

SEQUENCING
IN SCRATCHJR
STRUCTURE
Students will learn to use ScratchJr to create simple animations to tell
their own stories. They will also learn to create their own characters
and backgrounds to personalise their animations/ stories.

https://www.coderkids.com/blog/s
cratchjr-projects-for-kids (project 3)

01

LESSON
HOURS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

VOCABULARY

• Students will be introduced to the Scratch interface on
Android phones

animation • making an

• Students will create their own animation based on a
story/incident from their life

Sprite • cartoon

• Students will learn to create and narrate personal stories
• Students will learn about event blocks, motion blocks, and
look blocks
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image move

■ Make the sprite rotate (12 under
rotate button completes a full 3600
rotation) https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/52
5268948/

character in your
application
duration • time taken for
an activity to be
completed.

ACTIVITY
Create your own sprites and program an animation to it on ScratchJr.
Simple animations to teach the students.
■ Make the sprite jump (play around
with the numbers under motion
buttons) -

■ Show and hide and tell a story (combine all motion buttons with speech buttons to show and hide
characters and tell a story, you can even introduce them to background creation, adding characters,
and playing around with other buttons in the list)-

https://www.coderkids.com/blog/scratchjr-projects-for-kids (project 2)

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/52526
5878/

TIP TO THE FACILITATOR
Students will have to use events like “on touching button”, “after duration” in this class, teachers can
introduce the concept of events in this class.

Expected Outcome
Each student will have their own Scratch animation by the end of the class
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3.8

LOOPING
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Discussion 1
■ Ask one of the students to explain the solution
■ If they have different solutions, ask them to walk us through it - it usually happens because they have interpreted the arrows differently

(UNPLUGGED)

ACTIVITY 2

STRUCTURE
Now that students are familiar with code, this chapter will teach them
how “loops” can simplify repetitive code. This concept is introduced
through an engaging unplugged activity. Additionally, students will be
taught to identify “loops” in real-life scenarios.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Students will learn about the concept of loops in
programming

01

Problem

Solution

LESSON
HOUR

VOCABULARY

Once they arrive at the solution, ask them the following questions:

looping • in

■ How can you simplify the code?

programming, looping is
an activity that keeps
repeating itself until is it

• Students will learn the language and syntax
behind for loops

Once they are
comfortable with doing
this, ask them to do
the same for this map

stopped

■ How does simplifying it help?
Most students will submit answers that looks like this - “ 2 DOWN, 4 RIGHT, 2 UP”
Ask them why they think this solution works. Move on to the next discussion to talk about this in
detail.

TIP TO THE FACILITATOR

ACTIVITY 1

If they submit other solutions, definitely ask them to explain their thought process.

This activity will introduce students to the concept of repetition and loops in programming
It will also be a quick recap of the arrow activity done a few activities ago.

Discussion 2

https://curriculum.code.org/csf-20/coursea/7/#happy-loops2
First, share this map and ask the students to draw arrows in the empty boxes so that the “creature”
reaches the “banana”
Instructions:
■ They can only use 4
arrows (UP, DOWN, LEFT,
RIGHT)
■ Each arrow indicates
movement in ONE box
Wait five minutes for them
to complete it.

Problem

Solution

Once the activity is done, talk to the students about what concept they learnt. Look out for the word
repetition. Questions to ask:
■ Where do you see this concept used in real life (i.e where do you see repetitive instructions?)
● Some examples: cooking instructions like stir for five minutes, exercises, marchpast, giving
chocolates on birthdays, serving food in everyone’s plates/ leaves, packing tambulam
packets/ turmeric, kumkum during festivals, etc.
■ Why do we give instructions like this?
● Because it is faster, and more efficient.
With this, we can now summarise the learning objectives once again, and move on to the next class.
Expected Outcome
■ Students should have a complete understanding of what repetition means in coding and how it
can be used.
■ Students should complete the 2 worksheets that relate to loops in programming
Reference:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ohSi_DzymdRdN66NVMAI-KI6LuaB3srbUMnpG74aPM8/edit
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3.9

LOOPING
IN SCRATCHJR

01

STRUCTURE
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Students will apply their knowledge of loops to a ScratchJr program.
Students will be taught creative applications of loops, including “for
loops” and how to create multiple scenes and narratives in a single story.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

VOCABULARY

ACTIVITY 2

• Students will be learn how to use “controls” in the scratch
interface

narrative • a particular

Making a piano

• Students will create mathematical designs or games in scratch

character has their own

• Specifically, we will cover the following block in ScratchJr today
• For loop (orange)
• Loop forever (red)
• Adding and recording your own sounds
• Click on sprite event
• Moving from one scene to another

ACTIVITY 1
Dance party in Scratch:
■ Using the “for loop”, make simple
dance movements for a sprite and
loop it 10 times
■ Add multiple sprites and add
different steps to all of them
■ Show students how to substitute
the “for loop” with the “forever
block”. Highlight the difference
between the two.

character’s story. Each
narrative within a story
scene •one part of a
story
Block (in ScratchJr) • a
type of command that
performs a specific
action in the programme

■ This activity is to introduce students
to the sound blocks
■ Create a piano key (white
rectangle), and add the available
sound to it
■ Then replace that with recorded
sounds
■ Add multiple keys and make it a
“piano”
■ Remember to ask the students to
be creative with this. Their “keys” can
be different characters, and the notes
can be different songs if they want.
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3.10

CONDITIONALS

ACTIVITY 3
Story with multiple scenes: “What did you do this weekend?”

(UNPLUGGED)

■ Using ”What did you do this weekend?” as a prompt, we will
teach students how to make a story with multiple scenes

01

■ Create two separate scenes
■ Add the “move to next scene” block at the end of the first scene

STRUCTURE
Students will learn how to increase the interactivity of their
programs with conditional statements. Conditionals are taught
through an unplugged group card game.
Additionally, students will be taught to identify “conditions” in
real-life scenarios.

LESSON
HOUR

VOCABULARY
boolean • system of notations that are

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Students will learn what conditionals are
• Students will learn about the concept of booleans
• Students will run through an activity that will walk
them through the concept of if-else

used to represent the logic followed by
machines. Machines follow commands
on the basis of whether those
commands are false, which is given
the value of 0 or true, which is given
the value of 1.
condition • a situation that must exist
before something else is permitted.
conditional statements • a sentence

ACTIVITY 1
We are going to be doing the below activity using playing
cards to explain the concept of conditionals.

that is used to define the limits of an
action. This sentence will define the
conditions under which the action will
be allowed to be performed by the
computer.

ASSIGNMENT

https://curriculum.code.org/csf-20/coursed/11/

Using all the *blocks we have learnt
till now*, create a ScratchJr
program. This program should be
inspired by someone around you friends or family etc.
For example, if you have a friend
who likes to play music, make a
scratch piano for them OR if you
have a younger sibling who wrote a
story, animate the story using
ScratchJr.
The aim of this assignment is to
look at Scratch as much more than
just a program, but as a tool that
can help others.

■ Divide the students into groups of 6, and give them each 10 random playing cards.
■ Each group will have 2 teams - Team A, and Team B. Each team will have 3 students.
■ Share the rules for the game (mentioned below) with them and ask them to play the game.
TEAM A GET APINT IF THE CARD IS RED
ELSE, TEAM B GETS A POINT
Discussion 1
Ask the students the following questions
■ What did you learn while playing this game?
■ What did you learn from the rules of the game?
We are asking them this question so that we can get them to say that the game has “conditions”,
“if-else” and words like that. Once they arrive at that conclusion, we can go to the next activity
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ACTIVITY 2
Give each group a new set of 10 random cards,
and ask them to play the game. They will have a
new set of rules this time.

IF CARD IS EVEN VALUE OF CARD IS ADDED
TO TEAM A’S POINTS
ELSE, VALUE OF CARD IS ADDED TO TEAM
B’S POINTS

Discussion 2
Ask the students the following questions:
■ What did you learn while playing this game?
■ What did you learn from the rules of the game?
This time, we want them to notice the “conditions”, “if-else”, and also that
there are more calculations inside the rules.

ACTIVITY 3
Give each group a new set of 10 random cards,
and ask them to play the game. They will have a
new set of rules this time.

Discussion 5
Now that we have finished the activities, let’s look at where we see rules
like this in our real life.
(Possible answers: “take an umbrella IF it is raining, else you don't need
one”, “you can have ice cream IF you finish dinner”) Discuss other
possible examples of conditionals.
Introduce students to the word “conditionals” - it is where you do a task
IF a rule/ condition is satisfied.
With that we can wrap up this sub-module.
Expected Outcome
Students have played the 4 games and have understood the concept of conditionals, and if-else.

IF HEART, TEAM A: +1
ELSE, IF DIAMOND, TEAM B: +1
ELSE, IF SPADE, TEAM A: +1

3.11

ELSE, TEAM B: +1

Discussion 3
Ask the students the following questions:
■ What did you learn while playing this game?
■ What did you learn from the rules of the game?
■ If your card satisfied the first condition, did you read the rest of the rules?
This time, we want them to notice the fact that there are multiple conditions,
and that as soon as one is satisfied, we don’t see the rest. A computer also
works this way. If it sees a condition it agrees with, it will leave the
programme.

ACTIVITY 4
■ Give each group a new set of 10 random
cards, and ask them to play the game. They will
have a new set of rules this time.

IF RED, TEAM A: +1
ELSE,

Discussion 4
Ask the students the following questions:
■ What did you learn while playing this game?
■ What did you learn from the rules of the game?
This time, we want them to notice the fact that there are “nested”
conditions, that is, one condition inside another.

IF CARD VALUE GREATER THAN 9,
TEAM B: +VALUE OF CARD
ELSE, TEAM A: +1
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VOCABULARY
character interaction •

EVENTS IN
SCRATCHJR
STRUCTURE
Students will apply their knowledge of conditionals through messages
and events in ScratchJr. Students will be equipped to make rich
programmatic experiences like quizzes and multiple character
interactions.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Students will learn how to use “messaging events” in the

when two characters in

scratch interface

your animation do

• Understand how the events work conditionally

something together
instead of independently.
equipped • have the
ability/ skills/ tools to do
something.

• Specifically, we will cover the following block in ScratchJr
• Sending and receiving messages (yellow)
• Change speed of character (orange)
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ACTIVITY 1: MAKING CONVERSATION USING MESSAGES
■ Using messages, make a simple conversation between 2 characters.
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ACTIVITY 2: ANIMAL/ UNDERWATER RACE
(This example is adapted from the ScratchJr. examples)

■ We use messages so that one character speaks ONLY after the other.

■ This activity should first be demonstrated by the facilitator. Following that, all the students can try
it out on their own.

■ This activity should first be demonstrated by the facilitator. Following that, all the students can try
it out on their own.

■ We use messages so that we can have a referee who announces the race, and then all the
participants start to run after
■ We will also introduce students to speed change block so as to change the speed of the animals

1. Create 2 characters: Pink Flower
and Blue Flower
1. Add at least 2 animals to take part
in the race + 1 referee animal

2.Once the first one finishes talking,
send an ORANGE message: Code for
Pink flower

3. Where the second character
receives the ORANGE message, they
will say something, and then send a
RED message: Code for blue flower

2. Make the referee animal (fish in
this case), announce the race and
then send an orange message

3. Make the participants run on
receiving the message. Change their
speed setting so that they reach at
different times

4. When the second character
receives the RED message, they will
reply again: Added code for pink
flower

4. Encourage students to make the animals talk more after finishing the race
5. Post this, the students can choose to continue the conversation, or move onto the next
scene. (in the prev picture, we moved to the next scene)
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ACTIVITY 3: QUIZ
■ This activity should first be demonstrated by the facilitator. Following that, all the students can try it
out on their own.
■ We use messages so that we can create a small quiz using ScratchJr
■ We will also introduce students to speed change block so as to change the speed of the animals
1. Create a starting screen

4. If circle next to right answer is pressed, send green message, for the other circles send red
message

2.Create a question in the next
screen with 3 options for answers (3
black circle characters)
5. If “Yes” receives green message,
show the sprite and move on to the
next scene (Make another scene as
needed)

3. Also create 2 sprites “Yes”, and “try
again”. Make them both disappear as
soon as green flag is pressed

6. If “No” receives a red message,
show the sprite, and hide it after a
second. This will allow the player to
try again
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3.12

FINAL
PROJECTS
Students will apply their knowledge of all the previous modules to make
a final project that includes all the elements they have been taught so
far. The idea is to incorporate these elements as a story book, a game, or
some kind of narrative, and present it to the class.

SAMPLE PROJECTS
Making conversation using messages bubbles
Designing a word game
Designing a game base on photographs
Telling a story about their village, school, etc

GUIDELINES
Students will be graded on the following criteria:
• Backgrounds: The use of backgrounds in Scratch is critical to conveying the right meaning
of the story you are trying to tell. The appropriate use of backgrounds is therefore very
important.
• Sprites: Sprites can be created from photographs and uploaded to the application. The
creative use of sprites is an important part of Scratch programming.
• Scripts (Programming Blocks): This is the most critical part of this activity. It is important
for students to use all the programming blocks they have learnt in the module to tell their
story/ create their game.
• Purpose/ Project theme: The overall theme or purpose of the project will also be
evaluated through this exercise.
• Originality: Students are encouraged to think of ideas that tell their personal stories.
Encourage your students not to copy from each other.
• Creativity: Students will also be evaluated on how creative they make their projects.
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4.1

INTRODUCTION
TO ELECTRONICS
Electronic devices are a major part of all our lives. From our phones and computers to our mixer-grinders, fans, lights and washing machines, electronic devices make our life comfortable. Have
you ever been curious about how they work? How do these devices convert electricity into movement? How do they convert electricity into sound? This module helps you answer some of these
questions through project-based activities. You will learn how to build small machines using simple
circuits, motors, switches, etc. that will help you understand the basic principles of electronics.
If you need some help in lesson planning, please view Appendix 3 (pg no. 108) at the end of this
document.
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MINI
PROJECTS

The overall learning objectives of
the module are as follows:
• Provide an introduction to basic concepts,
elements in electronics
• Gain an understanding of types of circuits
(simple, parallel, series)
• Learn to build multiple types of circuits

8+2

• Understand the relation between everyday
electronics and circuits made in the class
• Gain an understanding of non-renewable and
renewable energy sources

CLASSES

STRUCTURE
• Each project will have a specific output and objective needed from the participants
• The remaining 2 classes can be used to help cover up any remaining topics. If students have
finished all activities satisfactorily, the last 2 classes will be used to allow them to explore and create
their own “final project”
• Each class is 1 hour long (with 5 min break in between)
• Every activity will require a theory introduction and a demo of the final project.
• Please limit the theory to 15-20 minutes (excluding the first class)
• Wrap up each class with a QnA that assesses students comfort level with the topic and their
understanding.

Debugging/ Safety Notes
Why is something not working?
■ For circuit debugging, use a multimeter to check the connections
between elements. Check points for open circuit voltage, indicating a
break in the circuit.
■ Ensure the positive of the battery is connected to the positive of the
LED for it to work properly.
■ When completing the circuit, ensure that the elements and wires are
properly insulated. If not, you can wrap the open points with sticky tape.

4.2

INTRODUCTION
TO SIMPLE CIRCUITS
STRUCTURE
Students will learn how to build a
simple circuit and to identify its
different parts. This will help them
learn how to draw circuit diagrams
to plan the design of any simple
project they choose to do in the
future.

VOCABULARY
Circuit • a complete circular path that an electric current can
flow around, most often taking the form of a loop.
LED • a semiconductor light source that emits light when
current flows through it.
Switch • that part of a circuit that is used to break the flow of
electricity in order to control how an action takes place. For
example, when a switch is turned off, it breaks the circuit and
the light or fan to which it is connected goes off.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Create a simple circuit
• Identify the components
required to make a circuits
• Identify the use of each
component in a circuit

Connection • place where two wires or pipes meet.
Ohm's Law • the current passing through a conductor
between two points is directly proportional to the voltage
across the points.
Voltage • the pressure from an electrical circuit’s power
source that pushes charged electrons through a conducting
loop (circuit) enabling them to do work such as illuminating a
light.
Current • charged electrons that power all electric devices.
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4.3

MAKING YOUR
OWN SWITCHES

To Demonstrate
Draw circuit diagram with battery, LED, switch. Battery resistor switch.
Circuit blocks possible for both?
Use a multimeter to demonstrate open voltage and closed voltage.
Verify Ohm's Law using circuit blocks.

STRUCTURE

To Do:
Draw circuit diagrams and identify different elements.

Students will build their own simple circuit using wire from their kit and
an assortment of found objects such as pieces of cardboard, safety pins,
cellotape, etc. They will learn about switches and their important properties.

Use a multimeter to see open and closed voltage. Play around with
settings on multimeter to measure currents, resistances and verify
Ohm’s Law - can use pre-made circuit blocks for this.

To Demonstrate:
Show students how to use a multimeter
to identify connectivity

Prompts:
What function does a switch have in a circuit?

Show students how to check the voltage
of a power source using a multimeter

How do household appliances, electronics complete a circuit?

Expected Class Outcome:
Pairs of students should be able to identify components of a circuit as
demonstrated by the teacher

To Do:
Make the switch

Students should understand the relationship between voltage and
current via Ohm's Law

Use a multimeter to check if switch is
working before connecting it to a circuit
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Identify switches around us, and make
creative substitutions for them
• Learn how to build a simple circuit
• Understand what conductive and insulating
materials are
• Learn how to use a multimeter

Materials needed:
Some of these materials are in your kit. The others need
to be brought from home.
Wire, 1 paper Clip/safety pin, other conductive
materials - coins, metal hangers, etc, cello tape, small
piece of cardboard

SWITCH

When the switch is turned on, it
completes the flow of the circuit,
and so current flows! When the
switch is turned off, the current
stops flowing. In real life, you can
find these switches all around, such
as the switches to turn on lights and
fans in your room!

LED
3V BATTERY

VOCABULARY
Conductors • a material that allows
electricity to pass through it
Insulators • a material that does
not allow electricity to pass through
it
Multimeter • an instrument used to
measure electric current, voltage and
resistance
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Circuit diagram:

■ Wrap one end around the end of a safety pin or a
paperclip as shown below.

DIY SWITCH

DIY SWITCH
LED

LED

3V BATTERY

■ To turn on the circuit, touch or wrap the first wire around
the paperclip or safety pin securely, and the circuit can be
turned on! To turn off the circuit, simply unwrap the wire.

3V BATTERY

Note that the wire and the
pin are not touching. This
means that the switch is in
its OFF position

one circuit diagram + one with components on it?

INSTRUCTIONS:
Note that the wire and the
pin are not touching. This
means that the switch is in
its OFF position

■ First, take a small piece of cardboard, and poke a
hole on two sides of it as shown below. You can use a

4cm

compass or a safety pin for this.
■ Now, take one small piece of wire, and strip a small
part of it on both ends as shown. Push it through one
of the holes as shown. Tape the wire to the cardboard

5cm

■ Use a multimeter to verify if the circuit is complete.

from the back as shown
Prompts:
Try one other material that can be used to make the DIY switch, what is common between these
materials? (needs to be conducting, break/make circuit etc)
What are the different kinds of switches we see around us (at home, on toys, buttons, etc)
■ Take another piece of wire (stripped on both ends),
and pass it through the other hole on the cardboard
as shown below.
■ Wrap one end around the end of a safety pin or a
paperclip as shown below.

Expected Class Outcome:
Pairs of students should be able to identify components of a circuit, and
be able to build it on their own
Students should make their own switches. Eg - 2 wires in a glass of water,
a card that has aluminium on both sides (so on closing it becomes a
switch), a safety pin used as a switch
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4.4
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VOCABULARY
Parallel circuit • parallel
circuits branch the flow of
electricity so that the
current divides and only a
part of it flows through
each branch.
Ohm’s Law • the current
passing through a
conductor between two
points is directly
proportional to the voltage
across the points.

LIGHT-UP
BADGE
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Materials needed :
2 LED
Wire
3V battery
3V battery holder
Switch made in activity 1
Cello tape
Safety pin

STRUCTURE
Students will learn how to convert electricity into light using an LED
bulb. They will learn about semiconductors and about their
importance in the information technology and electronics industry.
The most important part of this chapter is that students will get to
create something unique, which they will get to keep and show to
their friends and families, sparking a joy for the process of creating
something using science.

Circuit diagram:
DIY SWITCH

DIY SWITCH

LED A

LED B

To Demonstrate:
Draw a circuit diagram with 1 LED and 2 LEDs in parallel.

LED

LED
3V BATTERY

Use a multimeter to demonstrate that voltage across LEDs is the same.

3V BATTERY

To Do:
Make the circuit diagram, build the circuit while confirming the
connections are secure using a multimeter.
Draw and cut out the badge using cardboard. Fix everything together.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Use the DIY switch to make light up objects (eg - light up badge)
• Understanding parallel circuits. Once students are very comfortable
with circuits by now, you can show them how to work with 2 yellow
LEDs in parallel.
Teachers Note: Start this class off as a repetition of building a simple
circuit. It is important that students are extremely familiar with this
concept before moving onto the next set of activities. If you feel that
students are indeed comfortable with it, you can move to working with
multiple lights

INSTRUCTIONS:
■ First, take a big piece of cardboard (atleast 8cm
x 8 cm, the bigger the better) and channel your
creativity by drawing your pictures on it and
cutting it out in the desired shape as shown.
Make sure that your picture requires one glowing
component to it, and poke a hole in the picture
where you want your glowing component to
be as shown.
■ Now, let us make the circuit. Since it is a parallel
circuit, we have two LEDs connected across the
battery. Take two (or three) LEDs and hold all
their positive ends together. Ensure that none of
the other metallic parts of the LEDs touch each
other. Now twist together the positive ends
separately and negative ends separately as shown
below.

Positive end of both LEDs

Negative end of both LEDs
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4.5

INSTRUCTIONS:
■ First, connect the positive of the LED to the
positive end of the battery holder as shown
(secure the connection with tape).
■ Next, connect the negative end of the LED to
one of the ends of your DIY switch as shown.
Connect the other end of your DIY switch to the
negative of the battery holder as shown.
■ Now insert a 3V battery into the battery
holder. When you turn your DIY switch on (by

Put the battery in and make
sure that your circuit works!

touching the wire to the safety pin/paperclip),
the LED should glow. If this does not happen, go over all your connections to make sure they are
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secure.

VOCABULARY

■ Now hold the circuit to the back of the cardboard with your drawing such that the LED head

Resistance • the

fits into the hole made in your badge.

opposition to current flow
in an electric circuit.
Potentiometer • an
instrument used to

Prompts:
What happens to the current in the circuit across the parallel LEDs? What
is the current and voltage across each LED? What happens when the
switch is on/off?
What other elements do we see in a typical circuit around us? (Resistors,
motors, etc)

Expected Class Outcome:
Students should be able to build their own light up badges with at least 2
lights, Answer questions like “What happens to current in the circuit?”
and verify connections with a multimeter.

measure the voltage of
electricity flowing through

DIY SHADOW
LAMP
STRUCTURE
Students will take what they learnt in the last class about parallel circuits
and put it to use in this fun activity where they will have to build a
shadow lamp. They will learn about the different kinds of resistance
offered by different materials and learn how shadows are formed and
how they can be manipulated.
To Do:
Make the circuit diagram, build the circuit while
confirming the connections are secure using a
multimeter.
Draw and make the shadow box.

a circuit

Materials Needed:
2-3 LED
Wire
3V battery
3V battery holder
Switch made in activity 1
Paper
Blade/scissors
Cello tape

NOTE :
+/- end of any LED
should not touch
the other

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Gain a deeper understanding of resistance.
• Work with varying resistance in the form of
a potentiometer
• Understand how shadows are formed, and
how they can be manipulated
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Prompts:
Why does resistance change brightness? What happens to the current?

Circuit diagram:

POTENTIOMETER

LED1

SWITCH

LED2

What is the resistance across the potentiometer when we turn the
potentiometer knob? How do we measure current and voltage across it to
find out?

LED3

Expected Class Outcome:
Students will build their own shadow lamp using multiple LEDs. They will
also add the ability to dim this lamp as needed using a potentiometer.

BATTERY
3V

4.6

DRAW BOT

INSTRUCTIONS:
■ First, make your shadow box by drawing the shape
below on thin paper and cutting it out as shown. You
can add designs and cut them out of the box shape as
well, if desired.

STRUCTURE

■ Now, let us make the circuit. Since it is a parallel
circuit, we have two LEDs connected across the
battery. Take two (or three) LEDs and hold all their
positive ends together. Ensure that none of the other
metallic parts of the LEDs touch each other. Now twist
together the positive ends separately and negative
ends separately as shown below.
■ Connect the positive of the 3V battery holder to the
positive of the LEDs as done previously. Next connect
the negative of the LEDs to one of the ends of the
potentiometer.
■ Connect the other end of the potentiometer to one
end of your DIY switch. The other end of the switch is
connected to the negative of the battery holder.
■ Now insert the 3V battery into the battery holder
and turn on the switch to check that the LEDs glow. If
they do not, check your connections.
■ Now place your paper shadow box on top of the
LEDs and test out your shadow box in the dark!
■ Now change the resistance using the potentiometer
and watch the LED glow brighter and darker. Measure
what happens to the resistance when that happens,
using a multimeter.

Positive end of both LEDs
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VOCABULARY
Motor • a machine that
converts electrical power
into motor power or
movement.
Vibration motor • a
machine that vibrates,
while making minimal
sound, when electricity
passes through it.

We will once again be stepping back into simple circuits with this activity.
However, we will use motors as the output unit instead of lights! This fun
project makes an automatic cup robot that draws new patterns every
single time!”

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Learn how to work with motors in a simple
circuit
• Understand how vibration motors work (like
the ones in phones)
• Understand how to create balance/
imbalance in objects

Materials Needed:
Clothespin
Cello Tape
3 sketch pens
2 AA batteries
AA battery holder
1 motor
1 Switch
Plastic cup/ Paper Cup/ Cardboard roll
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Circuit diagram:

2 AA BATTERIES

MOTOR

MOTOR

2 AA BATTERIES

SWITCH
SWITCH

This is an Illustration of the circuit that
we will be building for this project.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1
■ Take a AA battery holder and a switch - the red wire is
the positive end, and the black is the negative end.
Connect the positive of the battery holder to one of the
wires of the switch as shown by twisting the shiny ends
of the wires as shown below.
■ Ensure that the switch position is off - the end with
the circle is lower - as shown in the image. Now connect
the other end of the switch to one of the ends of the
motor as shown and secure with tape.
Tip to facilitator: You can connect any end of the motor
to the positive, however, the direction of rotation
depends on what end is connected to the battery.
■ Connect the other wire of the motor to the negative
of the battery as shown and secure with tape.
■ Now you can insert the two batteries into the battery
holder. Your circuit is now complete, but off, because
the switch is in the off position.
■ Check if the circuit is working by turning on the
switch. The motor shaft (tiny pointed end) should start
spinning and make a whirring sound. If this does not
happen, check to make sure all the shiny ends are
properly connected and secured with tape.
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Part 2
■ Let us now make the drawing part of
the project. Take a cup and tape three
of your favorite colours of sketchpens
as shown below. Make sure that the
sketchpens protrude out of the cup as
you can see.
■ Now we need to stick our circuit portion to the cup. First we will
secure the battery holder to the motor by taping the motor on
top of the battery holder (MAKE SURE NONE OF THE METALS OF
THE COMPONENTS TOUCH EACH OTHER). Next, we will tape the
circuit to the top of the cup as shown below. Make sure it is stuck
off-center as shown, as this instability will make the bot move.
■ Finally, clip a clothespin to the shaft of the motor so that it
rotates when the switch is turned on (You can also tape an eraser
or sharpener to the shaft). And your draw-bot is ready!
■ Put a piece of drawing paper below the sketchpens, and turn
on the switch. Your draw-bot will start to wobble, and draw crazy
and funny patterns on the drawing sheet! Have fun with this
project by changing colors, or changing it to crayons, or playing
with it in your own way.
Problems:
Cup too small - you can use crayons instead of sketchpens which
are small enough for the cup
No cloth clip - alternatives can be heavy objects like a pebble,
eraser, dice etc that you can tape to one corner of the cup

Prompts:
What is causing the robot to move? What else can we use to
introduce imbalance in the system?
Does the direction of connecting the motors change anything?
Does it rotate in opposite directions?

Expected Class Outcome:
Students will build their own draw bot in pairs
Students will demonstrate their drawbots to everyone in class by
letting in run on the floor
Tip to facilitator: Please provide a large sheet of paper for them
to do this. You can stick multiple sheets of paper together to
build them an “arena”.
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4.7

PAPER PLANE
LAUNCHER

1.5

Materials needed:
2 motors
Wire
2 AA batteries
AA battery holder
Cardboard
2 Bottle caps
Cello tape
Paper (to make the plane!)

STRUCTURE
In this project, we will make a fun toy while learning what series
circuits are. This toy will help us launch paper planes easily and to long
and far distances.

LESSON
HOURS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Understand how to make a series circuit
• Learn how to work with motors in a simple
circuit
• Understand how we can make objects move
using friction between surfaces

VOCABULARY
Series circuit • a path
through which the whole
current flowing through a
circuit flows through each
component that is
included in the circuit.

A bit of theory!

Ohms Law • the current
passing through a
conductor between two
points is directly
proportional to the
voltage across the points.

This project uses series circuits, where the components are connected end to
end to form a single path for current flow.
There are two motors connected in series, such that the same current flows
through both of them. Using Ohm's Law (I = V/R), we can say V across Motor A / R of Motor A = V across Motor B/ R of Motor B

Circuit diagram:

MOTOR A
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Since the motors are identical with equal resistances, that
implies th`e voltage across them is the same! Therefore,
each of them rotates with the same speed, as the same
voltage is applied to each of them.

MOTOR B

2 AA BATTERIES

2 AA BATTERIES

MOTOR

MOTOR

SWITCH

Illustration of the circuit that we
will be building for this project.
SWITCH

INSTRUCTIONS:
■ First we are going to make our circuit. Take an AA
battery holder and the premade switch and connect
them as you did in the previous project. Connect the
negative end of the battery holder to the premade
switch as shown.
■ Let us connect the motors now. Remember, that
the direction of rotation of the shaft depends on the
connection polarity. Connect the circuit as shown in
the image below. You will see that the positive of the
battery holder is connected to the red wire of motor
A, and the black wire of the motor B is connected
closest to the positive of the battery holder. This
ensures that motors A and B rotate in opposite
directions when switched on (turn on the switch to
check)
■ Now let us make our cardboard base. Cut out a
cardboard rectangle about 6 cm x 20 cm by
dimension. We will cut out small rectangles on two
sides roughly 1.5 cm x 2 cm by dimensions as shown
below, such that the motors fit in the slots as shown.
■ Now take two bottle caps and poke a hole in the
center as shown, using a compass or a safety pin
(carefully!). These bottle caps will be placed on top
of the shafts of the motors as shown, such that they
rotate when the shafts rotate
■ Tape the circuit and the motors to the cardboard
base carefully such that the bottle caps do not touch
the cardboard case and are free to spin. Make sure
that the bottle caps are almost touching each other,
but there is a gap for the paper aeroplane to pass
through.
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■ Create a runway on the cardboard base using thin
pieces of cardboard as shown in the images such
that they are aligned to the edge of the cardboard.
Make sure to leave about 0.5 cm gap between them
and ensure that they do not touch the bottle caps.
■ Make your paper aeroplane and pass it through
the gap between the bottle caps to launch it!
Note: If the gap is too large, put rubber bands
around the bottle caps.

Prompts:
What is voltage across the motors, and across the battery?
What is the current through each of the motors and in the circuit?

Expected Class Outcome:
Students will build their own paper launchers

01
LESSON
HOURS

VOCABULARY
Renewable sources of
energy • sources of energy
that cannot be depleted
through overuse.
Solar, wind, hydro • types
of renewable energy.
Ohm's Law • the current
passing through a
conductor between two
points is directly
proportional to the voltage
across the points.

Students will learn how to make paper planes

BONUS
LEARN TO
MAKE A
PAPER PLANE
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4.6

RENEWABLE
ENERGY
STRUCTURE
Students will learn how to distinguish between renewable and non-renewable sources of energy. They will understand how a solar cell works
and create a simple circuit using one.

Materials Needed:
Solar Panel
Wire
Switch
LED

Teachers Note: If students are interested in this part, challenge
them to look up and make more aerodynamically suited models
Students will be able to demonstrate their models
Teachers Note: This can be converted into a fun competition by
measuring whose plane flies the farthest

INSTRUCTIONS:
■ First we are going to build our cardboard
house. Build a house model with sloping roofs
using cardboard as shown. Poke a hole on the
roof, and pass the wires connected to the solar
panel through it. Glue the solar panel on the
roof
■ Now we are going to make our circuit. In this
project, we are going to use a solar panel as our
“battery” or energy source. To check if the solar
panel is working, shine a bright light/ expose it
to bright sunlight and measure the voltage
across the solar panel.
■ Connect the negative end of the solar panel
to one end of the premade switch as shown.
■ Let us connect the LED in the circuit. Connect
the positive end of the solar panel to the
positive of the LED, and the negative of the
LED to the other end of the switch.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Understand alternative sources of energy,
renewable energy sources like solar, wind,
hydro
• Use renewable sources of energy - solar
panel in a circuit
Circuit diagram:

SOLAR PANEL

LED

SWITCH
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■ To check if the circuit is working, shine a bright
light on the solar panel and turn on the switch to
see if the LED turns on.
■ Cut a window in the house and fix the switch on
the outside of the house.
■ Now let us make our cardboard base. Cut out a
cardboard rectangle larger than the cardboard
house, and glue it to the house such that the circuit
is neatly enclosed within it.
■ Now we have a house, powered by the energy of
the sun!

Prompts:
What other renewable sources of energy can be
used in place of the solar panel?
How reliable is the solar panel for practical use?
What could be used to help use solar energy when
it is dark?

Expected Class Outcome:
Students will build a home, and learn to use a solar
panel in the place of a battery, and about other
renewable sources of energy

01
LESSON
HOURS

TIP:
Encourage students
to experiment as
much as they want in
this phase. If they
have a clear
understanding of the
fundamentals, they
should be encouraged
to try out their
designs/ideas

4.9

FINAL PROJECT
STRUCTURE
This final project is a way for students to explore ideas that they had
during the previous classes. It doesn’t necessarily have to be a finished
product. Facilitators should encourage students to experiment with an
idea and submit their research.

Examples of final projects:
■ Research on multiple DIY switches
■ Working model of an entirely sustainable home
■ Adding elements to existing projects to test ideas, such as replacing
an LED by a motor, or trying elements in series and parallels in the
existing projects.
■ Vacuum cleaner built with plastic bottle and a motor
■ Toy cars build with motors
■ Research on multiple types of renewable energy sources
■ Building a model boat using motors that moves around in water
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APPENDIX 1: EMOTICONS
Emoticons Worksheet
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APPENDIX 2: PENCIL BOX
DESIGN WORKSHEET
This worksheet consists of six steps. As a facilitator you will need to guide your students
through all these steps within the time allotted to you.
■ Make sure you get your students to complete each step well within the time given to them.
■ Identify a space in which your entire class can work. Ideally this space should not be filled
up with desks and chairs.
■ Collect materials that you think your students will need to make their pencil box design.
Remember to ask your students to bring whatever materials they can from home.

STEP 1: GAIN EMPATHY
Find out what your partner is like as a person. Ask them as many questions as you can think
of. Try and collect stories about how they used their pencil box in unconventional ways.

INTERVIEW

INSIGHTS

Try and find out what your partner likes or
doesn’t like about their existing pencil box.

Write down five things that you have learnt
about your partner.

Try and find out details such as the colour,
texture, functionality, material, etc. that
they like about their pencil box.

What kind of person are they? Do they like
to try new things to eat? Do they like
fashion? Do they like crazy machines that
do amazing things?

Try and find out what they think is missing.

Try and understand their personality from the above mentioned points.
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STEP 2: DEFINE YOUR PROBLEM

STEP 4: GET FEEDBACK AND REWORK YOUR IDEA

Define your problem statement, i.e. the one area that you think your design will help meet
the needs of your partner.

Think about the feedback you have been given. How can you incorporate this into a new
design?

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

PROBLEM STATEMENT

My partner needs:
Write down 5 ways in which your design will
be better than your partner’s existing
design.

(Name of person)
needs a pencil box that is

My partner is unique because:
Here you need to write about the things
that you learnt about your partner that can
make your design special.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Sketch your final design based on the feedback you were given. Try to be as detailed as possible.

because he/she is (this is where you talk
about what you learnt about your friend
that nobody else knows)

STEP 3: BRAINSTORM

STEP 5: BUILD

This is where you brainstorm ideas using everything that you have learnt about your partner.

Build a prototype! Use cardboard, coloured paper, sketch pens, crayons, safety pins, leaves,
sticks, stones, whatever you want to! Once you are done, share your design with your
partner. What do they like? What can you improve? Do they have any questions? Does that
give you any ideas?

SKETCH

FEEDBACK

3-5 new & different ways in which you can
meet your partner’s needs with a new
design. Remember to try & be as unique as
possible.

Ask your partner which design they prefer
& why. Write down what they say over here.
Share your design & get feedback
What worked?

BUILD YOUR
DESIGN

What can you improve?
Questions?
Ideas
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STEP 6: REFLECT
SHARE. DISCUSS. REFLECT.
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APPENDIX 3: LESSON
PLANNING GUIDE

Get the class to display their designs. Ask everyone which design they like and why? Get them
to talk to the person who made the design and ask them to ask questions about what they
learnt about their partner that helped them make their design.

Here are some resources to help you plan your classes everyday.

What did they learn from the interview stage of the process? Why was it important? Try to get
students to understand that when our designs reflect our insights they leave a greater
impact.

■ Fill the below form before every class, maintain it on excel, or a book, but make sure you
have a running record of all classes. It will take you about 5 minutes to complete, but will
make the class easier to run

Did getting feedback help? How? Try to get students to understand that the more we rework
our designs the better they become.

Lesson Name:

How did building the prototype help you? Try to get students to understand that a prototype
is more than just a validation for your ideas. We build to learn.

Date:
Duration:
Lesson Objective: (eg:1) Making a light up badge. 2) learning simple circuits.
Be as detailed as possible as this will help you look back and see if you have covered that topic in
class)

Break down of tasks: (this can be a list of things you have to do during the class)

Materials needed: (eg- if you are teaching an electronics course, keep the material list ready)

Take home tasks: (do you have any homework planned for students? Note that down here)

■ Every class, spend about 5minutes at the end understanding how your students feel about
the new concept that they learnt. Here are few check in questions you can use
– How did you feel about the class? Was it in your comfort zone?
– Can you name 2 new concepts you learnt today?
– What would you like to try more of?
– What was your favourite part of today's class?
– What did you not like in today's class?

